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OVERVIEW

. This unit is about.how children botwden four and,eight years-Nof-age

'think about order relations (sequencing and seriatjon). It is accompanied

by a 30 minute color videotape showing the development of ordtr relations.

Thouyh this book is designed to bp used witft-a trainer and a grodp of

learners, it will also Ortve useful to the individual stddent.

There are 12 activities' that serve as the backbone of the unit. You

will, do some by yourself, some with other adults, and some with children.

The main learning will corn from pursuing the activitand 'sharing your
)

questions and'insights with fell w learners. Chapter 4, provides additional
./

activities that can be carried out with children to exte24 Aur:explor-

ation of their understanding of order relatioh;.. Chapter 5 d*us.ses the

educational imp,lications.of wflat you will have learned.

When you have finished this unit, you will:

be f'amirliar with the general nature of Piaget's work on child

development;

be able to demonstrate the differences between adult and child-
.

thought as revealed in a. varietiof:seriatlon_00bblems;

be able to interview children between four_ahd eight years of age to

etermine their understanding of order relations;.

be able to demonstrate the differences in the way children seriate

within the pre7conceptual, intuitive and concrete-operational stages,,

of development;

be able to
1

develop a sYstem for intervtewing children and keeping

'records of your findings; .

recognize how order relations are involved in a wide variety of activities.

X
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PREFACE

If you plan tcor aro presently affecting theexperiences of children,

then:you sftuld learn about children's thinking. This book is part of a

.serieS called ExplorinD Children's Thinking,(ECT). This series covers

four areas'of mental development between four and eight years pf age:

claissification, seriation (order relations), number and measurement

(quantitative relations), and spatial relations. .The first three topics

are covered by individual books (Parts 1 through 3) and by corresponding

30 minute color videotapes illiistratTng children's reasoning. The fOurth

"topic Cspatial.relations),is coVe ed by a fourth vidediape.1

In reading through this'book, You will explore how childreh develop

in their understanding of order relati6ns. Order relations are involved
relt

whenever objects, events, or experiences are sequenced or thoUght abogt

in terms of a series. "First, second..last," "less7than and greater-

than;" "to.the right of,"' "north ot," "in-the middle of," "older-than and
'

younger7than," are all concepts that depend upon an understanding and use

of Ordq. relations. Concepts of time and measurement are Iikewiase
K

_.dependent opon_a,u,se of order relations:

If.this is you.first exposure to this,topic, you will be surprised

by what you Learn. Below a certain stage in development children do not

reason about order or,sequences in the same way.as adults, nci matter how

they are taught or raised. Their ordering skills, like theirthinking in

1. Videotape series titled: The. Growing Min'd: A Piagetian View of
Young Children.

12fr



general,,charige in fundamental ways.as they develop. You will see that

children at the same stage of development reason,about.order relations in

similar ways, no matter what their educational or cultural experiencest-

In addition to the topic of order relations,this:book introdutes the

work of the Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget. Piaget is internationally

.

recognizeas a-leading authority oh:the tharacter and development o-5
. .

children'sthink"ing: He has snown with astonisi-Ting breadth and detail-the

natilre of wHat children know and understand arid how their-understanding
4

changes as they. develop Mentclly.

Piaget.'s contribution lies not only in the numerais areas he and his

,
unvesLigated, but equally impOrtant, in.the method df:

investigation called_ust-rUcturalim." Structuralism embodies not only a-

means of studying thinking and its deVelopment, but also a tneory that

guides the_exploration and provides a framework for understanding what is

-fOund
.2

Asyou work through-this book You will learn how to investigate
,

- children' :understanding of order relations and analyse yOur findings

according to-the methods of structuralism; This way of-looking at thinking
, _

takes the obsekter beyond exploring facts that children maY or-may not

know and.focuses instead On the underlying pattern or organization Of, -

,

children's thinking, As you learn to detect this pattern, you Will find

that what ch:ildren know is not simply less than what adults know,'it

fundamentally different; and what chiydren of the same stage .khoW is ,

funHamentally similar.

2. Piaget, Structunilism.

a
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Piaget has argued_that children's understarding of physical causalTty,

numbers, time, movement-speed-distance, probability, ...spatial relations,

and geometry is also tied to developing gnderstanding of order relations.

The organization and understanding of a series (which is what Piaget means

by the expression "order relations"), partially describes the organization

of all forms of systematic km:iv/ledge.
3 -

The Introduction to this bpok provides a.brief description of Piaget's

theory and some information about Piaget himself. In addition, it gives

an overview of the ECT series and its relationship to Piaget's theory.

Chapter 1 introduces the topic of order relation's and the characteristics

of its developffent. Chapter 2 involves working With children to explore ,

their understanding.of orderrelatibns. thapter 3 Providesa more detailed

and theoreticadescription of the development of-order relations and the

.means of keeping record§ on the skills and stages of the children you work

with. Chapter 4 presents a number of additional activities to further

explore children's .understanding of order relations. Chapter 5 provides

'a brief discussion of'the educational significance of what you have learned

about children's thinking and Piaget's theory. The Appendices contain

some materials that can be' used in seriation activities, a.transcript of

the videotape on order relations, and a list of resources for further

3, Flavell, J. H., The. Developmental Psychology of Jean ,Piaget.

Piaget, Jean, The PSyChology of Intelli9ence.

'Inhelder and Piaget, The Early Growth of Logic' in the Child.

These works describe the various 'forms of Glassification structure
aS,well as the structures of relations (order relations).



,

_
exploring not only the topic Of order relations but much of Piaget's other

work, and,the relationship of this work to educational process.

Now that you have'a better senSe of what this book is about, we can

sugge'st ways it might help you as a teacher.- For one,-you will'learn to

look at children!s thinking in a way that Teveals its underlying organ-
.

ization. You will come twappreciate the differences between how you and

the child view the world. G You will learn how to engage children in

enjoyable activites that allow you to asSess their developmental level.

You will come to see similarities and differences between children of

the same age, and to find the Underlying Causes of some of the difficulties

children may have with their sciaoolwork. Ideally, yoU.will be better able

to help children reveal their:Inner thoughts, and.be better able to

understand the nature of these thoughts._ It is.my hope,that you find

this exploration rewarding.

1 5
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INTRODUCTION

FIAGET -- THE PERSOO

This book is one of a series of thre dealing with Piaget's stUdy of

children's thin.king. We Selected Piaget's work as our focus because to

date he has provided the most complete description and theoretical account

of mental development in children.

'Jean Piaget was born in Switzerland. in 1896 wherehe has apend most

of his life and continues to work. At fwenty-two he received his Ph.D. in

biology (a field in which he first published at the age of ten) and soon

began work in the 'laboratory of Simon Binet, one'of the founders of intelli-

:.

.gence testing. While puruing studigt as a biologist, Planet was develop-

ing a dominant -interest in knovi, He began-to view its acquisition

not as a. set-of factsand experiences.; but rather as an evolutionary pro-

cess.-Ain which knowledge was-an outcome of hOw the mind organizes mental and

physical activities. .'.He proposed that the manner in which activities a d

experiences are organized noes through a series of regular steps or stages.

His early work in Binet's laboratory brovided him wp much informa-
....

tion on the thoughts produced by children. He noticed regular inaccuracies

in their,thiriking: that werg gradually,eliminated with.age. . On the baSis of'-
. , .

three papers.AeScribing these common inaccuracies, Piaget at the agg of

twenty-fiVe was made "director of studies at the..Institute J.j. Rousseau

irrGeneva. He continued his work at.the InStitute until 1940, at which

time he was naMed -Director of the PsychOlcgy Laboratory at the University

. This IniroduCtion appears in each book in the ECT series.

XV
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o-fGenev.a. --Along_w_1th_numerous_other posts and dutiesPiaget_ispresently_

the Director of the International Center.for Genetic Epistemology (Gen:va),

AichLne-Lfounded-ln 1956.

Throughout this mare than.fifty years, Piaget has been incredibly vo-

ductive. He has produced,well over tWo hundred works investigating numerous

areas of human know1edge: He*has virtualTy mapped the domain of intelli-
,

gence from birth to late adolescence and has brought hisJlearly endless ob-

servation's into a theoretical persj)ecti\ie drawing from logic, mathematics,

physics, biology, psychology, and,computer theory.

PIAGET,'SyTEW OF KNOWLEDGE

,
Piaget's 'theory has evolved in response to questions asked throughout

history: "What is. intelligencer "How are univer§ally'true ideas derived?"

"Is Içnowledge really no more than memory?" *As the science'of psychology

developed, it addressed these issues, yielding two views. The first holds

that we are born with particular ways'of drganiing ekperience and that

knowledge reflects these Inborn patterns of organization. The second vieW

is the,behavioristic one that has dominated American psychOlogy. It holds

that knowledge,is a copy of reality and/Or learning from others. Piaget

,has brought a third view to bear, one that strongly suggests the inadequacy

of.the "inborn" and the behavioristic*"copy" theories ofknowledge.

As a biologist, Plaget formUlated his view around three elements. the

organism, the environment, and the interaction between the two.5 From these

4
. .

5. 1The term'environment'H.refers to those things that are outside the
organism 64_ which affeet .how the organismjunctions.

xvi



beginning elements.come two biologica'l processes that result in change.
.

.

One is the process, of acting on the environMent, which isothe same as -rn-

corporating the environment into actions: Piaget calls this "assimilation"

of the enyironment to.the-organism. Grasping objects, recOghizing a fami-
,.

liar object, and Cooking dinner are ways we act upon our environment. The

other,process is an 'alteration in the Organization of attions as:a result

of their use. Piaget calls this "accommodation,' or the adeptation

ofactions to the environMent. Learning to grasp *differently, finding out

that something is different than-e4etted, modifying recipes for a meal are

examples of how actions are modified through.use.. "A-ssimilation" and "ac-

commodation" make up the dynamics of life-- all life being a process of act-

, ing on or taking iit environment-with resulting chan es- in the actions

themselves an&tfleir organization. Changes in the organiZation dr structures

underlying actions can be yiewed as evolution or development.

Piaget Sees knowledge at based in biology. .He suggest that the*der-,..'.

lying proCessb,Y which an 'organism comes to surviyeAs the same as that by
,

whlch man can arrive at objective knowledge.6 In both. instances the process

is composed-of the assimilation of reality by"the organism and a resultin6
.

change tn the s.tructures that assimilate. Mathematical thought and primi-

tiVe biological processes are both based in aCtion-syStems. -The difference
/'.

iS one of the degree Of-develbpment of those systems.

STAGES.OF DEVELOPMtNT

Piaget is probably niOs't widelY recognized:for his theory that children'5

-

.6. Knowledge that is universallY accepted as provable .and true. .

xvii
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"inking advances through a series of distinct stages. The essential as-

T-
pects of a stage theory are that eac-h new stage follows from and depends--

upon the completioh of earlier stages,and that the Sequence of development
- .

is tne same for everyone. Piaget describes a stage in terms of how a
I

child's thinking is organized. fhe thinking in earlier stages is less well'

'organized 6an in later stages. N
. . N.

N
.

Tiaget'and his co--workers in GeneVa,,and a large number of researchers

in other countries, have shown that-children's thinking in a wide range of
r. ,

:knowledge areas goes through a similar developMental pa'Aern. This pattern

is described by four major periods.. During the first two years,the sensory-
.

Motoe period., chfldren progress through stx distinCt stages-of intelligence.

A secr... nd. the pre-operational period, generally laSts, betWeen .
cl

two and.eight years of age. During this period, children develop theiv..

-ability to repees'ent reality withjanguage, imagery, playdraWing, etc.,

and develop fn their understanding of reality: The nextperiOd iS the'con:-
a.

,crete-operational stage, durihg which.children develop logical structures'

(from the-adult's view) and apply them to a sys,tematic understanding of a

wide range of.problms. By early _adolescence children enter the formal

CperationaT'periA, considered-to be the highest level of menta) organiza-

tion.

STAGE

' AGE

fERIOD

1. <MI

six
stages

D .

Sehsory.
motor '

period.

Pre7conceptual. Intuitive

stage stage

.1 I I 6* 1 8

Pre-operational period.

Concrete-opera-
tional stage

1 I L 1

Formal

opera-
21 tional

Concrete-operation-
al period

Formal
opera-
tional
period



It is important to keep inmind that the -age at which a child enters

or leaves a stage is_not specified by the theOry. Children of the same.age

may be in different stages of develoOment. What is to.far shown.to be true

of all-children:is that all children go through the same seriet of stages,

'although not all children progress beyOna.the cOncrete-operational Stage.
.

AN EXAMPLE OF STAGES IN INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT:

CONSERVATION

, One of the more.familiar aspects of Piaget's work is the study of con-
-

servation.- -As adults, we recognize that a,given amount of something does
.

. _

not change when only its shape has change&.- Forexample, if yOu pour a

:tall glass of.w$ter into-a short fat one, yoU know -that the shape of-the

wateP',-..may_change but its amount remains the same This is called conser-
_ -

vation.7 Conservatic0 is assumed'by adults for anything that:* be thought
. ,

. .

,

of in'quantitative,terms: a quantity of clay, a rriasure'of distance, a unft
L_ _

of weight,-a-number of objects, a unit of volume, ivid-so-fort._
. ,

Pjaget and numerous,researchers throcighout the world haverShown that--

all children progrest through the same sequence of stages in.trh.eit under-

standing of contervation. .Children.in, the pre-cOnceptilal stage always
,,

think that changThg the shape or arrangement of objects changes their

amount. Children in the next.stage believe:that quantity is: conserved

under some circumstances, but not Others. By the concrete-operational

stage, children firmly believe that changes in shape, arrangement,

, ,7..1See The Development of Quantitative Relations, Part 3 of the ECT unit-

---a Unit of the FLS

xix
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and appearance do not change amount. Furthermore, all chtldren.conserve

sub'stance (amounts of tlay, rice, water, etc.) before they cOnserve Weight

(understand that the weight of something does not change when its Shape

changes); and all children conserve weight before they conserve volume

(understand, for example, that a quantity of clay will displace the saMe

amount of water even if the shapmf the clay is thaiiged):

THE SOURCES AND DIRECTION OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT-

_ -Although conserVation is only one of many areas of knowledge examined

by Piaget, it provides a focus for diScussing his theoretical views on how

knowledge is acquired.

0
understood_that_memory, associatiOns between- one

experience and another,.-sensory impressions; trial and error learning; and

imitations of Others, all play a role in thought and affect what we learn.

However,.each of these, singly or in :concert, cannot acCount for Oat Pia-
,

get and others have found to betrUe ofchildren's ihtellectual development.

For example, the fact that children think an amount of liquid changes when

°. it is poured, cannot be attributed to a prior meimory,to experfente, or o

the.teaching of others. While if is surprising to find children/making

..
such judgments, all children.think this way at s

/ome
pOint in their deVelop-

menf.

1 On the other hand, all children eventually.come to know that amounts

are.conserved, and they do.so after pasSing through the same seqUenceof,

:e ier stages. Whirasked why an amount of liqufd stays,the same when-it

is pour into a wider.container, the conserving child almost universally

gives one of he follOwing arguments:. "Nothing was.added or taken away, so

XX
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it's still the same." "The water is.now wider than before, but it is-als-o---

not as tall." "You could pour the water back into-the glass and it would

be.the tame as before." These are logically precise.arguments- for why ti,t

.4mount has not changed ven though it looks different. The question natur- .

ally arises as to how children come to reason in such ystematic terms.

The arguments given bychildren for why amounts are conserved provide
_

the basis for suggesting some of the likely and_unlikely sources of object-

ive knowledge. For example, consider the argument that if nothing-is added

-or subtracted, amountt stay the same. It's easy to imagine that such.a prin-
.

ciple might bè taught, oe that it might.be experienced through counting ac--

HoweVer', it is well known that it is virtually impossible to

teach this principle taipre-conceptual children; also, children in the'in

tuitive stage either alreadyknow or can be taught this with fespect to, .

counting, but_they do'not, neCessarilY apply the.principle to other arev. of

tonserVation, such as substance and length.8 Furthermore, all.children
. .

arrive at an understanding of this principle irrespective of whether it is

.taught. The intuitive child must be repeatedly convinced of its...truth,

whereas children a 'few months!'older regard it as an obvious fact of nature.

Children who spontaneously understand that-amounts do not change,when

nothing is added .or subtraCted may jUst as eas'ily eXpress the argument that

liquid poured, for example, froM a tall_narrow glss.into a wide one is con-

.

serVed, becaute'the water level,isnow lcwei7, but further around,or

This, expresses 4n understanding that Changes in one dimension (height) can
- ,

be compensated by those in'another (wi4th). jt is unlikely that this prin-

cipleof cOmpensation was ever taught to mott.children who express' it.

8. Siegel,'Irving and Hooper, Frank (Eds.), Logic'41 Thinking in,Children:
. Research Based on Piaget's Theory.
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Without_measurement thgre.is no way to tell that changes in one dimension

compensate'those in another, and the ability to measure, itself, follows

rather than-precedes an.understanding of conservation. When children ex-
.

press an argumentof Compensation as their basis for conserving, they are

simply expressing what they know must be true. As you will*see, the arL

gument of compensation is an important clue 6 their.basis for:conserving.

---A third-argument:typically given is.that if a quantity changeS in ap-
_. _ -

pearance, there must still be the same amount because it cah be changed

back to, its original appearance. can be experienced directly. You

can pour 0 glass of water into a bucket and 'pour from the bucket back into

the glass and,WitneSs that there is as much water as when yqu started. Buf

here is an interesting fact. While children may experience this from their

first water play on, and while it may even be pointed out to them, thi,s

servation does not lead them to conserve. It is not until very close to

the concrete-operational stage that such repeated Aemonsfations lead-to aR

ideaof conservation... .And, again, children a feW months older come to in-

IVentthWprinciple for theMselves.
-

The atieve arguments suggest that.an understanding of conservation does
.

not result froM:experience'alone, whether that experience is manipulative .

and/or social.. Pizget has- aNued that social eXperiences-, d1Li5ical exper

iences.and matdration .(physical growth) are- necessary to intellectual 'de-
. .

velopment. 'But they aloneare not sufficient to account for sOmething as

simple and obvious-CO adults as conserVation.;

Piaget has suggefted tWO additional faptors that underlie the source

and direction oCintellectual'deVelopment.9 The.cif these is the-coOrdina-
. .

9. Ripple, Richard and'RoCcastle, Yern Piaget Rediscovered:
-A Report of the Conference On Cognitive 'Studies and Curriculum Development.
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' tion of-aCtions and the other is the tendency of this coordination to be-

come, reversi ble.

The concept of a reversible coordination of mental actions is abstract

and foreign to most of us. We can give some sense of its meaning by return-

ing to the arguments given by children for conservation:\ One Of the argu-

meft.s is.that a quantity is conserved if nothing isc,added or,taken away:.

-.The concept 6f addition is a mdntal activity of joining things together.
.

5ubtraction is a mental activity of separating. When it is understood that

, .

subtracting amounts Cah exactly compenSate adding amounts, then .these two .

mental actiVities are in a reversible relationShip to one another. Such a

:relationship makes it possible to reason-that adding and/or subtracting

lead to changes in amounts, andth6t doing.neither,leaves amounts'the same
,

or conserved A similar,expressiom Of reversible reasoning'is demonstrated

in the understanding that changes 'in one dimension can compenSate those in

another. .Changes in height, for exaMple, are reversibly related to changes-

in width It is therefore possible for anamount to change in.one way and

stillobe the same, because the first.cOnge. is compensated by a second

change. Reversible reasoning is liteWise expreSsed:inan understanding

that a quantity can be changed in appearance and then changed.baC-k to its

briiginal form..

Children's understanding orconservation-and their suppOrting argu-

Ments do not-reflect things that haVe been taught or recorde&frOm exper-.

ience. Unlike facts, experiences-, or:things taught, the principle of con-
-
Servation cannot be forgotten any more'thacone can forget that Orie!s bro-

thqr.(sister) alo has a brother (sister). Conservation is a product of

reversible reasoning applied pot just tO objects, but to aAiOns Upon ob-

kgts.and,--More importantly, to interhaFOr. Mental representations Of

.



actio4. An-understanding`that actions (adding, pouring, narrowing, length-
,

enind, etc.) can be reversed,.inevitably results in a conceptibn of conser-
_

vation whiCh itself is central to all meas.urement and all conceptions of

units. Numbers themselves are simply abstract represegtations,of units

that can be counted,and separated. And at its core, a unit is no more thin

a conception of an amount that is conserved in spite of_spatial displace-

ments -- changes in arrangements, appearances, and so.forth. An abi.lity, to

conserve is evidence that a child has achieved reVersible thought and is-
,

capable 6..-f thinking of quantity in terms of units that can be measured.

YOUR ANDJZIAGET'S EXPLORATION

OF CHILDREN'S THINKING

By eight years of age most Children begin to evidence dramatit changes

in much of their thiRking. Piaget and hiS..cd-worl<ers haVe proOded acle

scription of these changes in a wide range of -areas and haVe proposed that

the emergence of reversible thought is a priMary factdr in the nature of

theSe changes..
.

.The majority of Riaget.'_s work has concerned""Objective knowledge:"

knowledge that Ts subjett to P.roof through agreed-upon arguments. For ex-

ample, one Can prove by.the &greed-upon-argument of Counting, that eight

,

blocks Will remain eight blocks, even iftheir arrangewent is changed.

There is 4 range of similar probleMs that conce,n.areas of uantitative -

reasoning.other than'conservation. Some of these are: time, speed-dist-

ance-movement, probability; proportionality,.geoMetr-y,:dnSity;Jcirce,prest-
. _

sure, and velocity:

I6 Part 3 of this volume dri Exploring_Children's'Thinkind'(ECT). we-.

ore
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focus bn children's developing unqersiianding of the conservation of number,

substance, and length; measurement of distanCe; and the relation of time,,
,

eed and. moveMent. Part 3 consists of &,learning unit containing guide-

lines for exploring children'squantitative thinking and a -30 minute video-

tape demonstrating the methods of investigtion.and the developing charac-
. -

ter of quantitativ'e thought betweea four and eight years of age.

Other subjects investigated by Piaget are not-co:ncerned with quantifi-
.

cation. For example; Piaget.has studied the understanding of space from-

earlY infancy to late adolesdence. At'some points an,understanding of

space uses quantitative concepts-and at(other points it does not. For ex-

ample, geometry usesUnits to describe space. &square contaihs'foUr equal
..._

straighf lines connedted at end points to forMan'encloSed space. The con-

cepts "four" and "equar are statement.s about units and are thus quantita-
. ,

tive. However; sPaCe can be described without unitS.. For example, the

notiob of an "enclosed space" does not uSe any quantitative units.

Part 4 of ECI concerns Pi'aget's investigation of 'developing spatial

'concepts in children betweewfour and eight jiears of age. Again, we see

the same stages as revealed.in gdantitative thought. Part°4 consists,of a

videotape demonstrating the methods and results of interviewingchijdren

between four-.ind eight years of age on their conCepts of straight lines,

left-right and, foreground-background oriegtations, and horizontal spatial

orientations as demonstrated by the surface of a liquid.
.

Piaget argdes that the similar 'pattern of stages in quantitative and

's0atial reasoning'results 'from the'general underlAng tendendy of menial'-.

acti.vIty, to become increasingbvorganized and-reverOble. :He has 'attempted
,,

..,toanalyze, in,terms of reversible classifying and seguenting activities,

";:'4'a11 that he has '.deMonstrated in spatial.and,quantitative reaSoning, as well.

XXV
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as other areas such as causality and genealogical relations. .

In Parts l'and 2 we explore the deVelopment of classifying and sequenc.:
:

ing in children between fOur and eight years of age. Because of the import-

a.nce attributed,by Piaget to these two topics, we lipve provided a book for

each. Part 1 presents'a detailed deS:cription ofthe developing understand-

ing of clasification and how to explore thiS Aevelopment with children,

In Part 2 we likewise treat'ordinal relations, or the logic of sequences.

...Each book is accompanied by a 30 minute color videotape..

The topic of classification _concerns the coordination of judgments

about,how objects and events are similar and/or different, and,the-logic of

some and allEar_egample--;-aliT cats-and dogs are animals. Because all of

.the aF-6:"only Some Of the,animals, there are logically more animalsan

iaget argues that the logic of 'classification is based_UpOn a-rever-cats.

coOrdination between combining and .Separating actiVities; and that -

prior to the concrete-Operational stage, this reversibility is absent, giv-

ing-the yoUn9 Chilid4S concepts. ih-illogical-:.a,ppeaance.- However,, it is

wrong to_call the classiftcatidn'o'f-pre-operational children-illogical. It.
_ :

is different from adult ,thought; yet systematically organized and consistent

in its applicatiqn.

The second topic, ordinal relations, conCerns how children coordlnale-
a e

5

judgments about such things as bdfore-after, first-next, less than-greater

-
than, 'Shortérthan-taller than, and so,on. Here, as well, 'there i%a logic

as exprgssed in the following: If Steve-iS oldlitthanLeon,. and StevpOs
, .

-Younger than Pete, 'then Leon.is the youngest. Piaget describes thiS logic

as.the/reversal of relations such as:" If Steve is older than Leon, then

-Leon is younger than Steie.

Piaget's analysis of knoWledge is complex. Some' parts are more under-

xxvi.
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standable than Others and'some are more worthwhile to the:practicing educa-

tor. In this volume,on-Children's, thinking we attempt to guide you in a

first-hand explo-ration of part of what Piaget has.obsem(ed in children's

thinking. In pursuing the reading, interviewing, and discussion activities,

and by viewing the videotapes., we hope to stimulate not,oply an apprecia-

tion'fOr the character of children'S thinking, but a way_of looking at

thinking itself.'

As you work. through-this volume, you will gradually gain new lenses

- through which*to look not only at children's thinking,'but atpyty own as well.,

If this topic sparks-.an inftrest, ydu will come to Sense the broad patterns

of.commonality-that touch-upon a .viide range orunderstandings. In another..

unit'of the Flexible tearning.',System we help you preparelor exploring

.children's concepts in general."

Educators commonlY ask about the implications Piaget's theory for

education. We address this issue in the,concluding chapters of Parts 1

and 2. However; a general yiew can be.expressed-guite-b-Fiefly, Any signi-

ficant implications from Piaget's theory are to ultimately be

decided,by educatog/ho have come to experience,the character, ofreasoning

revealed by Piaget's methods. To translate Piaget's_theory to educational
_ _ _

prescHptionmust be.preceded by an appreciation- of what he 'has. discovereth.

.-This is the function of the ECT volUme.

10. Alward, Keith R.; Workingjlith Children's'Conceptt, a unit of the FLS.
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CHAPTER 1:

AN INTRODUCTION TO ORDER RELATIONS

WHAT ARE ORDER RELATIONS?

______-When-we-speak.-of order relations we are essentially talking aboUt the

relationships that hold between the elements of any series or seluence. A

series is any conception in which the elements are oyganized So that they

precede and f011ow one another in the sense of, "'first, second, third,

neXt, and last,'

Order relations are involved in the_mental-or§anfz6tion -both-Of

-object-S-6M events. For exaMple, objects can be organi7ed in terms of size

4
(shortest, next shOrtest.-..tallestYor oolbr (dark red, medium red, light

red), weight (heaviest, next heaviest....lightest), age (oldest, npxt_

oldest...youngest), location (closest, next closest...furthest), or even in

terms of how much one likes something (favorite, next favorite, least

favorite). The nature of objects has no direct bearing on order relations.

A group.of sticks Of various lengths might lend themselves to being

arranged in a series from.shortest,to.tallest, but they.could just as
_ _

easily-be olaced-irla series of physical location, such as-"furthest from

,my right shoulder, next furthest from my right'shoulder...furthest from my

left shoulder." Order relations are Simply relationships of order imposed

on objects or events by the organizIng mind.

All events and-experiences=can be ordered in time. For example,

9
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sensations, ("I felt terrible, then I felt little better, and in a few

days I was back to my old self."), or-actions, ("The man opened the door,

entered the room, and started reading the menu."), or natural events, ("The

.caterpillar emerged from the egg, ate some leaves, made a coeoon, turned

into a butterfly, and laid some eggs."), all involve a sequencing in time.

-Our_understanding of time and other order relations is the result of an

active mental construction. Piaget's work shows that the child's under-

standing of time goes through a course Of mental development parallel to

.\that Of order relations, classification,-and all other areas that have been

11
similarly studied.

.

Itisirportant-todistinguishbetweenunitsofmeasureandorder

relations-njeF-S-6.- All conceptions of measurement involve order relations,

but order relations do not require'the use of units. "I like this painting

the best of the three,' is just as much an order relation as the'statement

"This box weighs 101bs., this one 30 lbs., and the third dile weighs 35

lbs." Order relationsdo not concern measurement, but rather, the order of

\

elements in a sequenCe. Of course, the act of ordering may draw from

astement. , For exaMple, by Measuring their exact weight, I might place,

jecis Ma series, but I could juSt as easily create the series-simply by

paring appropriate pairs to see whtch feels the,hea\dest. Of course,

me surement is impossible without an appreciation and use of order

re ations.

\

In bur discussion of class relationS ,(Part.1 of ECT), we showed that.

1 sses do not exist in isolation. To say that something belongs to a ,

_

CO

I

Piaget, Jean, The Child's Conception of Time.
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class requires-specifying at least one property or dimension by which

objects can be Compared; and'reas6ning about how, on the bastS of thiS

property, some objects are similar and others are different. For example,

focusing on the dimension of color, we can put red things together to form

a clasA betause they are similar to each other and, at the same time,

,di,fferent from things that are not red. A parallel...situation exists for

order relations. An isolated object or event dOes not have an order. -The

construction of order relations requires comparisons among objects or
r

events in terms of a Specific dimension such as-length, weight, location

time etc.

In the Introduction, we emphasized that_childrees_thinkirg -progresses--

through a number of stages between birth and adolescence." The character

of these stages is clearly-levealed in children's understanding and use of

order relations. In fact, Piaget has -argued.that in conjunct-10h with

claWficatiOw, order relations underlie the development of thinking in

-
geheral

12
. The ability,to understand order relations is one of the

betweeh an older chi'ld and a preschooler. This difference is

revealed-in everyday situations. For example, an early pre-conceptual

child (twij-to three years of age) may try to drive a toy train under a

bridge and, finding the train too large, go on totry an obviously lower

bridge. The child does not reason: if the train was too- big for the

first bridge, it'll certainly be too big for a smaller bridge'.

Many a parent has found his/her three year old expressing concerh,

12. Inhelder and Piaget,_The Early Growth of Lo ical Thinking in the

Child.
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abOut going down the bathtub drain. jhe toilet looms still more ominously.

To the distresS of plumbers and parents alike, children experiment to.see

whO will and won't make itthrough. And observations that objects

obviously smaller, than the child will not make it, do not convince the

child that they tdo are necessarily too big. An inquisitive thild will

step in to find out,

Another expression of young children's inability to reason about

order relations is revealed in their inability to conceive of continuity.

For instance,,, the pre-conceptual child cannot understand that. pictures of

a person from infancy to adulthood can be pictures of the same person

They look different and wiihout'a means of thinking-about changes in
. _ .

appearance over time, there is no reason to suspect they are pictures of

the same person. Childrem hold this view.while at the same time telling

us that someday they'll be grown up and become like daddy or mommy. Yet if

you show a three year old a picture of him/herself when-they were a baby,

they'll believe you only with suspicion. The child reasons: "How can I be

me and at the same time be this baby?" The child does not reason that the

picture was taken a 'Fong time ago, that later the child will look more'

like older children and later still, like an adult. Instead, the young ,

child thinks they become an adult without a necessary series of changes

in-between.

3 2
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EXPLORING YOUR USE OF ORDER RELATIONS

ACTIVITY 1: A Variety of Sedation Activities

The purpose of this activity is to have you actually experienCe same

of your own reaso6ing-about order and 'sequences. There are a nUmber

of activities, each with its own follow-up discussion to be read after
r

you've done the activity. You can do all or only some'of thereand you

can do them on-your own, although they'll be more informative if you

5hare with others.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 1A:.

Take at least 10 narrow objects of various length (at. least an inch

in length). You can use spaghetti noodles, strips of paper, used

pencils, kitchen utensils, etc.:: Arrange them in a series &Om

shortest to longest.

FOLLOW-UP TO 1A:

Your seHes was probably not composed of equal units of distance

between each successive object in the.sequence. That'is, unless you

managed to get a very specially constructed set. of 10 objects (such as

Cuisenaire-Rods or unit sticks), your teries was probably uneven:1:
3

13.CuisehaireRodsare.colar coded sticks increasing in length by
equal amounts.
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Nonetheless, if itwas arranged so that each successive member of the

1 series was taller than all those bef6re it, then it was a true se'ries and

you most, likely used a logical understanding of order relations to

I construct it. As we said earlier,.order, relations are not dependent upon

measurement or conceptions of equal units. But when the objects are uneven,

it is more difficult to seriate them because you cannot use the appearance

of the series to judge whether a,stick just added to the series is too

tall or just right.

One last point.. You might.have,found.that some of your objects were-

. very close to being the same length. In order to.find out, you were

probably careful to match their ends. As you Will see in Part 3, young

Children do not do this when comparing lengthS and do not.develop consis-

tent notions of length until the concrete-opErational stage in middle

14.
childhood.

14. See Part 3 of ECT: The Devejopment df Quantitative Relations:

Conservation.

6
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 1B:

Suppose you started on page 48 of a book and you finished reading-page

58. How many pages did you read?

Do this in your head. Now turn to page 48 and count how many pages

you would have read wnen you finish reading page 58.

'FOLLOW-UP.T0.113: (read after completing 1B)

If you are like most people, you probably used arithmetic to come up

with 10 pages when you did it in your.head and 11 pages when'you actually
_

Counted the pages. This problem requires z coordination between order

.relatiOns and counting. .YoU count page. 48 as one page, then continue to

count until ybu get to page 58. At this point you haye read the ten pre',

..ceding pages. Counting page 58 gives you eleven pages altogether. .The

.decision you have-to Make is Whether a page number stands for having read

up to that page or having read the page..

48 49 1 50 51 52 53 54 55 57

While this problem is difficult to understand when expressed in words,
_

children in the.concrete-operational stage show that they can coordinate

counting-and order relations.
15

The reason adults typicAlly_iail_this

problem is beáause of-its abstract presentationand because-adults-are

, 15. Piaget, Jean, The Child's Conception of Number.
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quick to use an arithmetic solution without considering whether they ,

are counting the last page as read or not read..

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 1C:

,Cut up 20 different length strips of paper. Select half Of them by

chance and.put X's.on them. Now arrange the strips so that the

longest strip with an X on it is paired with the longest strip without

an X, and so on, until the shortest strip with an X is paired with the

shortest strip without an X.

8



FOLLOW-UP TO 1C:. (read after completing 1,C)

You probablysolved this problem by using an understanding of order

relation's. You might have begun with the longest strip with An X, paired

it with the longest strip without an X, then selected.the longest remaining

strip with an X and paired it with the-longest remaining strip without an

X, and so on. This seems like an, obvious waY to,proceed and you know that

it will work. While you might not have proceeded in exactly this fashion,

if you solVed the problem you did something that is structurally the same,

that is, usin.g_the_same_logic_of 'Order relations As those involved in our

example. Prior to the concrete-operational stage, children do not yet

coordinate order relations, and cannot solve a problem like this.'

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 1D:

This activity is like playing 'solitaire with'a "fixed" deck. You-have

to think about three piles of cards (A, B, C):. The Oa] is to get

all the cards from pile A bnto pile C in a serial order,'



SETTIRG UP THE PROBLEM:

YOu use 8 cards (2-9). At the start of the a'ctivity, pile C has only

the 9.card.in,it (face up); pile A has cards 2-8 face down.; and pile

B does not yet have dny cards,

The next step is to turn over the top card in A and put it in pile B

(face up).

7
4

9

414#
* *

*
6

If the card you turn over is.the next smallest,number of all the cards

in pile C, then you can put it on top of the.0 pile, e.g., an 8 on

the 9, a.7 on.the 8, a 6 on the 7, and so on. If a card. from A will

not go onto pile C, then take anOther card from-pile)A and repeat this
- .

process until you haste gorie through all the cards in' A. Any card put

face up in pile B can go'to C if it is'the next smallest number.

FIRST GAME: AN EXAMPLE

Start with the following "fixed deck" for the A pile. Put the

cards in the order 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, so that.the top card is

the 8. Now follow the procedure outlined above.

3 8
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SECOND GAMEi

Think of another way yOu can order the cards in the A pile so
.1140111

that yoU can 6et them all on the C pile in serial order by

followin'y the'rules. If you can think of two that's good, three

is g'reat and More is super.

THIRD GAME 1.

\

Thinkof way you can order the cards in the A pile so that it

is impossi le to get all the cards onto pile C. if the rules are

followed plain to a partner why, it,couldn't work.'

FOLLOW-UP TO 1D: (r4d rafter completing 1D)

Here are two oth r possible orders for the A pile 50 that.the game
4

will work: .a, 7, .6., 5, 4, 3, 2 with the 2 card being the first cdrd placed

on the.B pile. Try th, game with'this order. If you compare it to the A

(
deck used in the first

!

!game, you'll see that it is exactly the ouosite

order. In the first gare, all-the cards go directly from /CU) pile C,
. v

whereas with this order they stack up in B and then go

'A second possible .order forthe A deck is: -.41, 7, 8, 6, 5, 3, 2 with

the 2 being the first card to turn over. Try it out. Try the cards in the

same order, but this time make,the 4 card the first card to be taken off.

Does it work? Can you invenf any other possible orders for the-A deck,so

that it will work? Here is an order that won't work: 7 6 8 5 4 3 22 9 2
c

with the 7 being the top card. Notice that:it work§ if the 2 is on stop.

-Can you invent any other posOble orders for the f deck that won't work?

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVtTY

. Tom is Younger than John, Tom is olderthan Lynn. Who is the oldest?



,OLLOW-4P TO 1E: (read after coMpletin'cj iE)

Because we understand order reladons, we know that the answer isn,

John. Because Tom is younger than John and older than Lynn, then Tom gs

in the middle. And since John is older than,Tom.-john must be the oldest.

The foliowing i S a mathematical expression of these relations, usirig

the syMbol (< )',for "less thanand, (>) for "greater than."

Tom is-.younger than John: T <.J

Tom is older than Lynn: T > L

,(which is the same 'as saying that Lynn is younger than Tom: L < T)

The fact that Tom is younger than John (T<J) and Tom is older than

Lynn (T> L) means that John is also older than Lynn (J>L); or, (T<J),+-

(T>L) c= (J>L)

. DISSCUS.ION,OF ACTIVITY 1:

Ail of the abOve,problems and tasks require a Coordination of order

relations. ,In s'ome, the order is based on the relative length ofthe

elqments ih the series, in others, it .concerns numbers that represent a

series, and in the last problem it involves order based upon age. What is

common to-the'problems, Is that ail involve Order in theSense of first,

second, third, ancLso on. An equally valid Way of talking.about order

06.
relations uses the expressions "less7than" and "greater-than."

-The'importance' of order relations .does not lie in the child's ability

to organize objects into a series, but in the very nature of reasoning,

itself. Order relations.are involved'in Conceptual thinking. Some fdrm of

sequencing is'involved inThll reasoning or thinking. And, of courSe, many

concepts'are directly concerned with order. 'Think of all aly forms of

I
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knowledge that draw upon notions of more-less, before-after, greater than-
....

- less than, etc. All conceptions of time, distance, amounts, measurement,
7

causality and space, for example, depend upon the use'of order relations.

And even at tne.sensory-motor levelall aCtions are carried out in a

Sequence. As the child developS,, the'capacity to undenstand the relation-

ships implied by a sequence, s/he, at the same time, develops the capacity

to regulate activitY, to anticipate outcoMes, coordinate activity o reach

goals, and in essence, conduct the.business we call thinking.

ro

ORDER RELATIONS (SERIATION): STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT'

taT

For the remainder of this book, we'll use seriation tasks to inves-

tigate children's understanding of order relations. .In seriation problems,

.children are asked to arrange objects in a sequence or series and are

questioned or provided with additional problems to. explore their under-

)

standing Of the relationships among elements of-the series. The following
_

is a brief introduction to the characteristics of three stages of reasoning

in.childnen between four and eight years of age.

Pre-conce tual Seriation ( enerally four-five years Of age)

Most children between four and five years of be are still in tile

pre-conceptual stage of intellectual development./ The pre-conceptual

stage is a long stage, emerging somewhere areundltwo years of age and

oenerably lasting to about five years, of age. /Children must.first pass

through earlier stages or ways of thinking befone arriving at the pre- _

--r\
conceptual stage,-and when they leave this stage, they always enter the

next sage called the intuitive stage There is, however, no.absolute



relationship between the age of a child and the stage s/L. may be in.

The preconceptual child does not Kaye a stable understanding of order

relations. For the most part, a four-year old can compare opposites like

above/below, up/down, older than/younger than. Given two objects of

different sizes, s/he can spy which is bigger or whiCn is smaller. What

the pre-congeptual child cannot do, however, is coordinate relations among

more than two-elements.

Let's imare a task in which a child:is .given 1Pdifferent length

sticks-tq be arranged in a series. All the stik.:ks are of the same color

and large enough to be comfortably handled. Furthermore, the difference

16
between each successive stick is large enough to be easily detected.

1''

1

After becoming familiar with the materials, the child'iS asked to

arrange the sticks in a..series from shortest to longest. To help the child

16. Piaget criticizes the use of Cuisenaire Rods (color coded sticks
increasing in length by equal amounts) lpecause of their small stze and the
color coding which leadschi1dren to order on the basi-s of 'memory rather

than reason.

14 p;)
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understarid what is expected, the interviewer may give the child examples

or nelp him/her arrange a short series.

Children in the pre-conceptual period are not able to construct ah

ordered series and instead, product approximate imitations.,.

,Here are sorde examples of the types of series constructed by children

in the pre-conceptual stage:

15
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There are a number of significant points iegardinT.these three

examples:

.. 1. Each shows,sticks arranged in an approximate series. This

indicates that the child has some understanding of the ConcePts

"shorter than" and "longer than", since the sticks at one end

generally appear Shorter than those at the other.

2. 'In examples A and C, the.child disregards the actual length of

the sticks as illustrated by the uneven bottoms:
c.

3. In none of the examples does the child achieve an orderedseries

rom shortest to longest.

4. In all three examples, it's as if.the child were Oonstructing.an

approximate picture of one or more series. In this respect, the

series have a.graphic character similar to the "graphic

collections" formed by pre-conceptual children in response to

classification tasks.17

The results of a child's efforts are only partially reveajing. The
-

real character of pre-conceptual seriation is shown in the process of

construction. The following is an example of how.a prenconceptual7-chiId7-

miglit go about construCting a series. After determining whetherthe child

knows which of any two sticks is the "shortest", for example, S/he may be

asked to "put the sticks in order so that the littlest one is here, then

the next littlest, all the way to the tallest one: like this (pOinting to

an example of a series)." The child may proceed by selecting a short-

looking stick and continue by selecting another short-looking one, as if

s/he were thinking, "I'm going to.line up the short sticks here."

17. See Part 1 of ECT: The Development of Classification.

16
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1 2 3

The child adds small,-looking Sticks
to the series being constructed.

.111

=111.
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Now, if a child were to systematically pursue this approach, s/he

would, in fact, construct an order series. But the pre-conceptual child's

approach is anything but systematic. For rather than being sure that each

successive stick added to the developing series is the shortest stick

remaining.in.the pile, the child simply adds one that looks small compared

'to the remaining stitks.

'As a result, the series is either not composed of progressiVely

taller (shorter) stias .(example B,.p. 15); or forms a progressive series,

but at the expense of disregarding the actual length of the sticks

(examples and A); or is composed f a number of small series (example C).

In some cases, the child leaves a remainder of sticks that do not visually

fit at the end(s) of-the developing series (example A). In Short, the

, -
child proteeds as if *all the sticks are either big or small, bUt not

necessarily with reOect to comparisons_amoung-all-the-stiat already in
. ,

the deve1opin9 series or those remaining to ,be considered.

The pre7cOnceptual.child has no way of considering a relationship

among only one stitt ad all the others. The concepts "biggest-smallest"

or "shortest-longest"., are reduced in the pre-conceptual child's mind to

"big-small" or "short-long" It is not that children in this stage have

diot been taught the nieaning of the words "shortest and tallest". It's

simPly that a consistent conception of "shortest-tallest" requires an

ability to consider at least one stick with all the others, and this is

what the pre-conceptual child cannot. do. For the pre-conceptual child,,a

series is not guided by a systematic comparison of sticks, but rather, by

a "mental picture" or "graphic representation" of what the child sees.

18
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What s/he sees are sticks, some of which are big and some of which ire not.

Intuitive Stage -- Trial and Error Seriation (generally six-seven years of

age)

Most children between six and seven years of age are still in the

intuitive stage of mental development. During this stage children can

construct a series by trial and error, and have developed the ability to

compare one stick to all the others. As a result, the concepts "shortest"

or "longest" take on a more precise meaning than during the earlier stage.

However, i. -e concepts are considered separately and not as opposite and

reciprocal terms. That is, the child does not coordinate judgments of

"shortest and tallest" with an understanding for example, that if the

shortest is taken from pile A and put into pile B, it becomes the tallest

stitk in B.

The shortest stick becomes the tallest

19
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The intuitive child constructs the series with a concern for either

the concept,"shortese or Ptallest", but not both together. In other.

words, the Intuitive stage child still does riot think ih terms of the

tallest stick in the develOping'series (B) as the shortest stick if

compared to those remaining to be put into the series (A). As a result,

children in this stage proceed in a trial and error fashion.

'For example, if the child.starts out building from the shortest-to the

tallest, s/he will prObably start with the shortest stick and then add a

stick that.is taller and so on, being sure thaf-each added stick is taller

than all- those already in the series. This approach generally leads to

errors, because there is no immediate way to know how much taller the.next

stick should be. The child is focusing on the fact that the series should.

go up, and thus_each_added-s-ti:ck-must-b-e-taller than all those before it.

But as a result, the developing series.is likely,to run into problems, such

as none of the remaining sticks being taller than all those already in the

series.

The sticks remaining to be put into
the series (B) are too short. .

11
11
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The intuitive child generally corrects this situation by removing all

the sticks in the series (B) that are taller than those remaining (A) and

then starts again with a trial and error approach.

The child often avoids this dilemma by bassing judgments upon the

appearance of "eveness".in the series, and rejecting a stick that appears

too tall.

11111=1

1 2 3 4

Stick #4 is simply "too tall" 'and .;s rejected by the child, who looks

for another stick th-at is taller than #3, but not "too much.taller". Thus,

by trial and error guided by appearances, the child eventually forms an

ordered series of progressively taller or shorter sticks. But the-under-

standing of order relations has not achieved the level of organization

characterizing the concrete-operational child's performance.

When given a new stick and asked to find where it goes in an already

constructed series, thintuitive child has difficulty. The problem

requires finding a place in the series where the new stick is both taller

than those before it and shorter than those that follow.

49 .
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7`tv,

Stick B is both.taller.and shorter
than its neighbors

AIME/1
Imml

.=1

A C
::

Stick B is talle'r than A and, at the same time, shorter than C.,

Because children in this stage cannot coordinate shortest and tallest with

each other, they find it difficul,t to insert new sticks into the series.

,Concrete-Operational Seriation -- "True" Seriation (generally starting
between seyen-eight years ot age).

\
The last stage to cpcern us, although the child's ability to reason

about order relations -ontinues to develop, is the concrete-operational

stage. Most children between seven and eight-Years of age show sale char-

acteristics of tnis stage, however, concrete-operational reasoning is not

fully developed until late middle-childhood, around 11 or 12 years of age.'

It is important to keep in mind that the concrete-operational child does

not work with order relations at the same level when they are verbal and

abstract as when they are concrete and manipulative.

Children in the concrete-operational stage seriate (order) objects in

22
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a way that is essentially indistinguishable from the way adults arrange

things in series. Seriation at this stage is characterized by the child's

ability to rpson about how something is shorter than one thing and-, at -We

same time, longer than something else. This coordination is an example of

reversible thought. The concrete-operational child's use of reversible

thought is clearly seen in how the child forms a seri.

Concrete-operational children generally proceed very sytematically.

They start with the longest stick in the pile, and thenadd the next

longest'stick, and thmthe third longest stick, and so on until eyth have

put all the sticks into a series. uld-Younger children cobe led-to this,

particularly if they were given a great deal of training. But what dis-

tinguishes the reasoning of the concrete-operational child, is that s/he

nows with logical certainty that the longest stick in the pile of

aining sticks, becomes the shortest stick iR the developing series.

\ometimes concrete-operational Children, like adults, do not approach ,

the probem this way''. They might start the series and if they run into a

problem, iike finding that a remaining stick will not fit on either end of

the series:they simply find the right place inside the series, and put the

stick there. -The intuitive child has a great deal of difficulty with .

inserting a stick the series, and generally takes the series apart or

succeeds, more by accident than by a coordination of less-than and greater-,

than.

The general pattern,or sequence of development as we have outlined it

has been shown to characte,ize children throughout-the worl
d

.
18 These

Dasen, 102.
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findings tend to support Piaget's-claim that expefigence, in the specific

sense of being taught how to seriate, is not the underlying cause of this

,developmenfal pattern. Seriation ultimately concerns the 'child's ability

to reason aboUt order relations such as bigger-than/smaller-than, before=

after,.morefavorable/lessfavorable, firstsecond-third-etc .It requires

a coordination of.relations, an understanding that an element in the series

comes after some elements and, at the same time, before others. The fact

that these coordinations,are not seen in children before the concrete-

operational stageihdicates that-chilbren's thinking about dll things

-T

involving sequences is very differentfrom that of adults. As we will see

in Part 3, an inability:to reason logically about order rerations is

accompanied by an inability to reason logically about.quantitative

19
relations such as number, amount, length, distance, etc.

'AN INTRODUCTION TO INVESTIGATING SER4ATION

ACTIVITIES 2 AND 3: Simple Seriation With Inserticns

The purpose_of-Activities 2 and 3 is to get yoU started in doing a

seriation task with a Young &lid. You will first role7plaY the

activity with an adult and then interview a child.

-------

19. See Part 3 ofECT: The Development of Quantitative Relationg:

Conservation.
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HATERIALS:

You will need 10 sticks (or other objects) of 10 different lengths

. (Set 1)... The sticks should form an even series such as 2, 3, 4, ...

11 inches, The sticks shoqld be of the sal* colo ,. and material.

You willAllsp need three' or four additional sticks (Set 2) that fit
6

'between successive sticks in Set 1. These can be of a different color

than those in, Set 1. The following is an example:

Set 1: 10 sticks (2, 3, 4, 5, 6,-7, 8, 9, 10, 11 inches in length)

Set 2: 4 sticks (4.7, 6 7 Ji5 9 ;i inches in lennth).2°

I

Ph:1111171r 2: Simple Seriatioh with Insertion (interviewing an ALOR)

In Activity/2, you should carry.out the task with an adult. This is

prattite for doing the-same attivity with a child. (Activity 3). 'The

----instructions are the same as those used for interviewing the child.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR'ACTIVITY 2:

1: Use Fovsm A to, complete the activity. You will use the same form

with the _children in Activity 3.

2. Put out the 10 sticks in'Set 1 and mix them all up. Ask your

partner to point to the shortest.stick, and the longest stick.

Then ask him/her to arrange, the sticks in a series. You might

'say "I.want you tt, make a staircase going from the smallest stick

up,, until .you've used all the 'sticks." ,If this is not understood,

20. See Appendix A for directions on constructing Sets 1 and 2.

25
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take three or four sticks and put them in order as an example and

then mix them up again and ask your partner to'do the task. '

J. After yolg# partner is finished, take out the four sticks in Set 2.

"Here are some more sticks. I want you to find where they go in

the staie.case." Give youi- partner one of the sticks and ask

him/her to find where it goes in the series. If s/he succeeds,
6

give him/her another stick to insert in the series.

Record the information asked for on Form A.

5. Switch roles with your partner and have your partner interview

you: If you wish, you can role-play how you think a child might

proceed.

26



Your Name:

Date:

; .

'ACTIVITY FORM A: Simple erialon awl Insertion

Name of Child's Teacher:

Chi d' Name:

Chi d's Age:

This form is to be used to complete Activt;ties 2, 3, and 8 (pages 25,
29. 61).

Do (Conditions). Say

PUt Out the 10 sticks (set 1) -

messed up.

Record child's responses.

es

A

HERE ARE A\BUNCH OF STICKS.
1

SOME ARE SHORT AND SOME ARE.TALL.
FIND ME THE SHORTEST ONE:. FIND
ME THE TALLEST ONE.

Destri4e what the child does and I WANT YOU TO-PUT THE STICKS IN.
draw a picture of the child's series. ORDERSO THAT THE SHORTEST,IS

HERE. MAKE THEM GO UP FROM THE
SHORTEST TO THE TALLEST (give //
the child time to understand you
and giye examples if necessary).



IF child did not form a series,
arrange the sticks for him/her.

Bring out the 4 extra sticks (set 2).

Record child's re-SpOnses.

If ch1ld didn't get it right, Rut the
stick in the right location in the
series., and ask him/her to try another
one. \

Record c ild's responses:

56

I'M GOING TO CHANGE THE STICKS
LIKE THIS...

HERE ARE SOME MORE STICKS HAT
WE DIDN'T USE. I WANT YOU TO
PUT THIS ONE (one of the sticks)
WHERE IT BELONGS IN THIS ROW OF
STICKS.

LOOK, IF WE PUT THE STICK HERE,
THEN ALL THE STEPS KEEP GOING
UP. SEE? (Show by pointing.)
HERE'S ANOTHER .ONE. PUT IT IN\
THE STAIRCASE SO THAT ALL THE
STEPS ARE GOING 'UP.



ACTIVITY a: Simple Serlation with insertion (intervie,wing a. Child)

MATERIALS:

Same as those used for Activity 2.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 3:

1. Find a child between four and eight years of age, ideally, someone

that is familiar with you and used to working with you. If not,

pay particular.attention to putting the child at.ease.

2. Review notes-on interviewing children found on pages 51 - 56.

3. Follow the same basic instructions used in Activity 2:

4. Use Form A to complete the activity with the ch'ild.

5. Ask the child to arrange the 10 sticks of.Set 1 in a series from

-the shortest to tallest. Use simple language and ideas such as:

"Let's pretend these sticks are people. The smallest person goes

.here (pointing), and then the next smallest, so that they are all

lined up." Or, "Let's make a staircase (etc.)." 6ive examples

\,.

if posible. Once a child gets going and, you feel,, is trying to

do what you've asked, 'give assurances that s/he iS following your

directions correctly. -Let thec. ild work at his/her own pace.

6. If the child is.able to form the ,s ries, ask him/her to insert a

\ .

stick from Set 2 into the series. I s/he does not complete an

ordered series, correct it Saying, "I'm oing to do.thi's with your

sticks." Then ask the child to put the new tick into the series.

Say something like, "Here is another stick. It goes in here some-

where (pointing to the series). See if you can find e right

place for it." If the child does not'succeed, help him/her-Rut

29
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it in the right place and explain why it is right. "See, even

with these new sticks the staircase keeps going up." Then have

the child try one of the other sticks in Set 2.

5
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ACTIVITY FORM A: Simple Seriation and Insertion

Your Name:

Date:

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

This form is to be used to.-complete Activities 2, 3, and 8 (pages 25,
29, 61).

(Conditions) Say.

Put out the 10 sticks (set 1)
messed up.

Record child's responses.

Describe what the child does and
draw a picture of the child'

r
,.

HERE ARE A BUNCH OF STICKS.
SOME ARE SHORT AND SOME ARE TALL.
FIND ME THE SHORTEST ONE. FIND
ME THE TALLEST ONE.

I WANT YOU TO PUT THE STICKS IN
- ORDER SO THAT THE SHORTEST IS

HERE. MAKE THEM GO UP FROM THE
,SHORTEST TO THE TALLEST (give
the child time to understand you
.and give examples if necessary).



If child did not form a series, I'M GOING TO CHANGE THE STICKS
arrange the sticks for him/her. LIKE THIS...

Bring out the 4 extra sticks (set 2 ).

Record child's responses.

44

If child didn't get it right, put the
sticK in the right location in the
series and ask him/her to try another
one.

Record child's responses.

6 0

HERE ARE SOME MORE STICKS THAT
WE DIDN'T USE. I WANT YOU TO
PUT THIS ONE (one of the sticks)
WHERE IT BELONGS IN THIS ROW OF
STICKS.

II

LOOK, IF WE PUT THE'STICK HEIRE,
THEN ALL THE STEPS KEEP GOING

UP. SEE? :(Show by pointing.)
HERE'S ANOTHER ONE. 'PUT IT !A
THE STAIRCASE SO THAT ALL THE
STEPS ARE GOING UP.



FOLLOW-UP TO ACTIVITY 3:

The best follow-up to this activity with children is for you to

discuss with other adults what you did and observed.

The following provides some focal points for your discussion:

1. Recall what you did, asked the child to do, and what the child did.

2. In what ways did the interview go well?

3. In what ways did it not go well?

4. If there were problems or misunderstandings, how could you make

the interview better if you did it again?

5. How was the child's performance similar to or different from how

you would solve the problem?

6. How do you think a younger or older child might deal with the

task?

6 I
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CHAPTER 2:

WORKING WITH CHILDREN

This chapter is an extension of the last activity in which you

\

interviewed the child on a simple seriation task. Here,' you will learn

'to administer a double seriation problem and to investigate order corre-

spondences between tNo series. As before you will role-play the activity

with other adults before-you interview children. To learn', more about

seriation, Chapter 3 includes the use of a 30-minute Videotape called The

Development of Order Relations: Seriation.

INTERVIEWING A PARTNER

ACTIVITY 4: Double Seriation Problems (Interviewing an Adult)

You will start by administering a double seriation problem to your

partner. Then you will take the role of a child and complete the

tasks administered to you. In a.double seriation task, two series

are arranged so that they have an ordinal correspondence. This means

that the first member of one series is matched to the first member

of the second series, and so on.

35
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MATERIALS:

You will need two sets of objects that can be s.eriated. 7 Ideally, they

should.be different in appearance and size. There should be the same

number of elements in each series (approximately 10). All the

materials should be the same color or those of one series, one color,

and of the other series, a different color. (See Appendix A for a

description of materials.)

6 3
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 4:

1. Use Activity-Form B to determine what you should do and what

questions you should ask. Make sure you read it thoroughly and

'understand the procedures before you begin. (Read pages 56 to 57

for more information on this task.)

.2. Record the response of your partner ln the appropriate spaces.

3. Switch roles and have your partner interview you. You can play

the role of a ch'ild if you choose'.
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ACTIVITY FORM B: Double Seriation

Your Name:

Date:

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

This form is to be used for Activities 4 and 9 (pages 35 and 65).

(Conditions)

.Rut out dolls and bats in a
mixed up order.*

Move child to an understanding of
your desire to have him/her pair the
smallest bat with the smallest doll
and so on until the largest doll has
the largest bat.

Once the child indicates an intention
to give the small bat to the small
doll...

HERE I HAVE SOME DOLLS AND
STICKS (BATS). HOW ARE THE
DOLLS DIFFERENT FROM EACH
OTHER?

HOW ARE THE BATS DIFFERENT?

I WANT YOU TO GIVE EACH DOLL
THE RIGHT BAT. WHICH BAT
SHOULD THE SMALLEST DOLL HAVE?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THE TALLEST
DOLL HAVE?

O.K., GIVE ALL THE DOLLS THE
RIGHT BATS.

* Dolls and bats.will be used 6 illustrate the procedure.

6 5



S.

Record what the child does.

When the child is finished. AREAHEY ALL RIGHT NOW?

Record what child does and says.

, WHY DOES,THIS DOLL GET THIS/
-BAT? (pointing' to one of
errors) IS IT RIGHT? .'

When child is finished... -ARE THEY ALL RIGHt NOW?
VERY GOOD.

6



ACTIVITY 5:- Ordinal Correspondences (Interviewing an Adult)

This activity is a'n.extens.ion of the double seriation task. Once a

double seridS has been established, you can investigate whether it was

constructed with an understanding of the order relations wilhig and

between both series,

-MATERIALS:

c Same as those used in Activity

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVITY 5:

1. Use Activity Form C to determine what ygli_should do and the.

questions to ask.

this taSk).
Le-

(Read pages 57 to 58 for more information on

2. Record the responses of your partner in the appropriate sOaces.

3. Switch roles and have your partner interview you.

6 7
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ACTIVITY FORM C: Ordinal Correspondences,'

Your Name:'

bate:

Name of Child's Teacher:

65).

Child's Name:

Child's Age!

This form is to be used to complete'Activities 5 and 9 (pages 41 and

Do (Conditions) Say

After the child has formed a double O.K. I'M GOING TO TAKE THE':
series with or without your help DOLLS AND PUT THEM CLOSER
(Form B), put the dolls closer TOGETHER.
together and the batS further
apart, (or vice-a-versa).

'After the dolls are bunched NOW WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS
together. DOt.L. HAVE (pointing to the

tillest doll)?

Now pointing to a bat that is
opposite to the 4th or 5th doll
from the efid.

68

6.

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to the shortest
doll),?

WHI61 BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to a middle
onO)?

Wfir



If the child has.been successful with
the last two questions, switch the
dolls around so that one series goes
from short to tall and the other
series goes in the same direction
from tall to short.

6 9

.WHATIF A FRIEND SAID YOU,
WERE WRONG, HOW WOULD YOU
SHOW THEM YOU WERE RIGHT?

NOW.TA: DOLLS ARE GOING. TO
swIrcr AND LINE UP IN THE
OPPOSITE WAY.

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to the
smallest)?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to the
tallest)?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
11AVE (pointi*4 to the fourth
or fifth do77 from the end)?

WHY? EXPLAIN WHY THAT BAT
GOES WITH THAT DOLL.



ACTIVITY 6: prdinal Correspondences Destroyed/Series nterviewing
an Adult)

This activity is also an extension of the dbuble seriation tas/k
,

(Activity 4). It can be done after Activity 4 or .as a continuation

of Acitirty'5. Once a child knows that certain bats bqlong with

certain dolls, the two series can be destroyed and you can pick out

a doll and ask the child to find which bat-goes with that doll.

MATERIALS:

Same as for Accivity 4.

INSTRUCTIONS R ACTIVITY 6:

- 1. Use Activity Form D to.d termine.what to do and isay. (Read

page 59 'for more information on this task.)

, 2. Recall the responses of your partner.

3. Swi ch-roles and have our partner interview Au.

1



ACTIVITY FORM D: :Ordinal Correspondences Destroyed Series)

Your ame:

Date:

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

To be used for Attivities 6 and 9 (pages 45 and 65).

(Conditions Say

'After child has forMed a double
series with or without your help,-
mess up the two series.

Record what the child does.

Does child reconstruct one series

both series
%

part af one series--

part of both series

Aloes, the child find the right bat?

NOW I'M GOING TO MAKE IT
DIFFICULT. I'M GOING TO MESS UP
YOUR NICE WORK AND SEE IF YOU
CAN FIND THE RIGHT BAT FOR THIS
DOLL (pick a doll that belongs
somewhere in the middle of the
series). FIND THE BAT THAT
BELONGS'TO THIS DOLL.



When child selects a bat... HOW DO YO., KNOW THAT'S THE RIGhr
BAT?

Record what child does or says.

7 2

IF YOUR FRIEND THOUGHT THAT' .

.ANOTHER BAT WAS RIGHT, HOW WOULD
YOU SHOW YOUR FRIEND THAT YOU ARE
RIGHT? _



WATCHING A VIDEOTAPE

In this section of Chapter 2, you will view a videotape -lowing

children four to,eight years of age being interviewed on all the tasks

3U did in Activities 2-through 6.

This ta0e Was made at the Hillside Primary School in Berkeley,

California, with the cooperation of the school, teachers, Children and

their parents. The children were selected by their teacher, primarily

on the basis of their ability to cope wfth the confusion of a video-

production and the stress of being filmed.

The youngest children were interviewed by their teacher, Daniel

Peletz. The six, seven and eight year olds were interviewed by someone

they had just met for the first time. There was no rehearsing and there.:

were no retakes. Despite the presenCe and observation of strangers, the

physical discomfort and thaos, and the general unfamiliarity of the

situation, the children. were able to concentrate on the tasks, were
-

Seriously involved, interested and, on.the whole, enjoyed. themselves.. This

illustrates the mental power that children of any age bring to bear on

activities that t p their intellect and reasoning. While the raw footage

was edited for clarity and the restrictions of a 30-minute show, what you

see is an honest and accurate portrayal of children actively reasoning

about order relations.
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ACTIVITY 7: Viewing the Videotave, "The Development of Order Relations" 21

INSTRUCTIONS FOP ACTIVITY 7:

1. Review, the following outline of the tape:

Child Age Stage Problem

Darrilyn 4 Pre-conceptual Simple seriation with
insertion

Brock 6 Intuitive Simple seriation with
insertion

Bebe 7 Intuitive Double Seriation;
ordinal correspondences

Ryan .8 Concrete- Simple seriation with
Operational insertion

Tanya 7 Concrete- Double seriation,
.. Operational ordinal correspondences-

with and without
deStruction of the
two series.

2. Look for how Darrilyn, Brock, and Bebe handled,the task differently

than adults. Look for similarity as well.

3. Look for how Ryan's and Tanya's performances are similar to

adults. (You can use the transcript of the tape, Appendix 13, to

make notes.)

21. Part of the FLS video-series: The Gr6win9 Mind:--A-Piagetian
View of Young_ Children.

er
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INTERVIEWING CHILDREN

In this. section,of .Chapter.2, we'll discuss z number of issues that

Will help you prepare to interview children on the tasks you saw in'the

videotape.

Do's and DOn'ts of Interviewing;

1. It is important that You .enter the interview with the right

attitude. This should be 4 curiosity.about how children sedate'

and a-willingness to explore ways Of finding out. It is'not a

question of whether children have the "right" znswers. There
,

are no "right" answers to these types of tasks. Given'the

opportunity, children will do as well as they can, and the objea

is to see what they do so that you can gain more insight into

your children,and the concerns of this unit. If you are concerned

with the child "doing well", you will prejudice the results and

most likely make the child uncomfortable.

ktygical mistake of beginning interviewers- is to try to get the

bes..Tost-6dvanced response from the child. This is under-

standable, but it :inevitably results in hounding the-child, making

instructions too complex, and generally communicating to the

child that you want something s/he is not giving you; that there

is something wrong with his/her thinking. It's better to go sloW'

and let the child take the lead with as little interference, from

you as possible. The child's reasoning is a sensitive and
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personal issue and you should maintain a respect for it throughout

the interview.

2. Present the seriation materials.to the child in a natural

manner, saying something like, "let's work with these for a

while," or "I have soMe things I want you to do with these." The.

tasks will strike children as natural and reasonable. In one

form or another; children naturally engage in seriation from

birth on.. Rather than pro iding,a lot of explanations about what

it's all about, just get goin.

3, Remain as flexible as possible throughoutthe interview. If the

child does not immediately_respond to your questions, wait dnd

ask again. If.the child_does not do what you ask, let him/her

fool around a bit. The child may need some.time to feel

comfdrtable with the materials. If the child"commenci on things,

even if they do not relate to the task, listen and respond to

what is said. When you feel that the child is drifting from the

focpS, remind him/her of wh.at you want. The experience itself

should be pleasurable for you tind fhe child. If you feel.
s

uncOmfortable, or the child is feeling anxious and uncomfortable,

then it is best to discontinuelthe interview. If the child gives

any indication of wanting to quit, you might see if s/he just

needs a little endouragement. If s/he 'still asks to quit (either

verbally or nonverbally), then stop the interview.

4. Try not_to be anxious with yourself or the child. You can and

will make "mistakes--," failtoask he-11,right questions, misunder

stand the child7and so on. It takes'experien to beCome a good

7
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interviewer. You will have to make mistakes to learn. So don't

*worry about it. If you worry, you'll, probably worry the child,as

well. 'Trust the child. Children like to share their thoughts

with adults, if adults seem interested and respectful.

5. .Remember, you are the adult, it's your interview and You're in

control.. Be clear to the child about wh you want. If you'''let

the child "take over," s/he will do wha ver strikes his/her fancy

nd you will have learned little. 'For ex mple, if the child

starts using the sticks to build a house, say, "You can play With

the*sticKs in any way you like after we've finished, but now I

want you t If the child persists, end the interview. You

can always return when conditions are better.

The Form of the Interview

A good interview is not the result'of following a prescribed procedUre

word forword or being good at following a sef of instructions. A good

interview results from.being attentive to what the child is doing, how s/he

is understanding your instructions, and forming "educated guesses" about

why the.child is doing_one thing or another. Your develOpment as an_

. interviewer depends upon, your concern for ekploring the child's thinking,

. your clarity.about whpi- vou are looking for, and your ability to invent

questions "on the .; " thit help youget a clear picture of.the child's

thinking. This s;:ill.takes time and practiceto develop.

7 7
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1. Simple Seriation Tasks with Insertion .

The procedures for this task are outlined on Form A (page 27).

Use this form for your first few interviews_ After some practice

you can work without it. _

Some general.procedures are outlined below:

.Constructing the series

a. 'Make sure the child is aware of the nature of the material.

The interview might gO like this "What are these? That's

right, sticks. Tell me about them. That's right, they4re

different lengths."

b. After the.Child is aware of the various lengths, as.k him/

her to arrange them in a series. You might have to try

variouS ways of ex0ressing this,. Particularly to younger

children. You might say something like, "Do yOu know.how

you walk up steps? Well, I want you to arrange the.se

'sticks like steps so that each step goes up." If the

child does not:get the idea,,you might arrange the sticks

in a series and point out how each one is taller. Then

mix.them up and ask the child to arrange them in the same

way..

c. If the child creates an error, you might point to one of

the sticks and ask the child:if it is right. If the.

.answer is "yes," accept it. Do not point out all the

errors.

d. If the child does not line the .sticks up so that their

bottoms are even you might question the child, 'by pointing
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to:the bottom ends and saying, "How about the bottom'pf

the sticks, are they right too?" If'the child doesn't

consider them, it is moSt likely because at his/her stage,

it is difficult to consider whats happening to the tops

and bottoms of the sticks at the same time.
.

e. If the child does-not arrange all the sticks in a series,

ask him/ er to Use all the sticks. "How about these

-(remaini\g 'sticks); can you use them too?"

f, If the child creates a number of separate series, suggest

that's/he construct one series, "'That's good, you made

lot of staircases. I'm wondering if you could use all the

sticks to make just one staircase-12.

Inserting new sticks in the series:

g. If the child is able to formha seNes with the 10 sticks,

_go on to the insertion problem. If 'Rot, correct the .

4

series. But do so in a waythat does not put the child'

down. For example, "NoW I'm going to take your staircase

'and make some changes,' O.K.?"

_
h. Bring out the secpnd set Of sticks. fntroduce them with

something like, "Here are some more sticks that can go
0

with the sticks in the staircase. I Want y6u to find

where they go. Here's one, see if you Can find where it

goes'in the staircase." : if the child does not.understand,

take a stia and demonstrate, leaving it in the series.

i. When a child places a:new sjick in the series, ask why

that's.the right place-for it.
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j. If new sticks are'putHn an obviOusly incorrect place,

you might point it out saYjng something like, "How about

this; is this right? If yin were to walk up the-stept,

-what would happen here?"

k. Check to see if the child it still willing to go on by

asking something like, !Do. you want to find where this

stick (a new one)goesr

2. Double':Seriation Tasks

z. Only-do a double seriation Oroblem'if the child is able

to cre'ate vsingle series. 'If the child'can, 5/he will

be'in either the intuitive,or concrete-Operational stage.

b. folloW the procedures outl!ined op Form B .(Page 39).

c, Theobject of a double seriation-task is to.See how the

Child goet about solving:a task that requiret thinking of

the Materials as twp series, in which the first member

Of onE series-is matched to. the first memben of 'the

second series, and so on.,
,f

d. Th problem should be introduced with simple language and,

if necessary, use of imdgeq that destribes pne sertes as

"belongitig" with another. For example; different size

people with "walking sticks", "bats", "batons,"

I

"umbrellas," etc. Once there is an understanding that
I.

the bats,for exaMple, are of different sizes; and-so are

the dolls, then lead Ihe Child to paJr the shortest bat

with the shortest doll1 andlikewise, for the longest.bat. .



"Which'bat should the shortest doll 'have? How about the

tallest doll?" "Give the rest of tI he dolls their bats."
.

I /
e. If there are some obviouS crtors in the child's

construction, such as a big doll yith a short bat next to

a shorter doll,with al.pnger)oat, ask the child, "Is it

right for the small doll.to-have such a big bat?"' If the

child says "yes,'"-accept it, but if the child says "no,".

ask him/her to make them' right.

3. Ordinal Correspondence. Tasks .

a.Thistaskshould not be done with children whb have
,

difficulty-fotming a series.

b. Use Activity Form C (page 43)- for interviewing children.

After you are familiar with doing this 'task, you can

proceed without Rim C.

c. "Ordinal correspondence" Means a double series in which

I

the first elemint of one series corresponds (is matched)

to the first element in.the second, and sci on. IriLthe

ordinal cotrespondence task., the question is whether;
'

these order relatjons are, still understood when the !

elements- of the series are,pread out or put clossi4 I-

together.

When the.materiOs are spread out, one series should

extend beyOnd the ends of the other.
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Start by asking.about the ends of the short series (dolls).

"Whici-Cbat 'goes with this doll (tallest); which bat goes,.

with this doll"(shortest)?" Next, 'ask about a dollthat°

is,fourth' or fifth in from the ends.

e. Be sure to-ask the child why )1is/her answer is correct.

i

Possible appraoches are,: "How would you shOIL someone

you're.right?" "Why isthat'the right Oat-for this

doll?" Accept:the child'sranswer or probe sensitively

and briefly .fOr more understanding ,on, your part.:

f. If the child has been sutcessful in the above task,

reverse the series,so that olif ser2.ies (b,ats) goes from

shortest to longest and the 'other series'(doslls) goes

from tallest to shortes't:". Follow ale same general

procedures outllned above in step 3 (a-e).

8 2
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4. Ordinal Correspondence Tasks -- with destruction of the two series

a. Thi: task should not be done unless the child can
II \

construct a/double series.

b. Follow the procedures on Form D (page 47 ) After SOme

practice, ou'll be able to work without Form D.
,

C. The purposie of this tdsk is to see how a child thinks

of two serlies,when the elements are all
L

mixed up. A doll

is picked out (one belonging to the midd',?. of the series),

and the child is asked to find its b6t. This'involves

doing the double'seriation over The two things to

look for are whether /the child sees the necessity for

reconstructing the two series;land if the child does,

,how much of the two series s/he reconstructs. The child

'may:rebuild the entire double series, or only up to the

doll in )queStion, which is an adequate solution if done

systematically..

_ .

d. .When the child finds an answer, you should probe to find

out the child's reasoning. "How do you know that's the

right bat? What if a friend said you were wrong. How

would you,show theM that You, were right?"

IncreaSing and Decreasing the Task Difficulty

_j_he purpose isnottomake7thetask -"ba'sy" SO that the child gets

the 'right" aflswers _(except where you want the,'child to get a right

answer in order to'understand your instructions) but rather, to,kecp the
-

taslcat'a lem_el where the child fels comfortable dealing with it.
I .

8 `;
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experience will be your best guiA to what -hildren various ages can

handle.'

.There are\two issues to consider when s lecting a tasl< for a'child,

One.is the nature of the t ' , the cs( 3r co cerns the materials. The

I

tasks presented\on Activity F makeel up a eries of .increasingly

difficult tasks Most. childreh ,,ond four years of age can deal with Iithe

sirnie seriationIand insertion task. While the yo nger children will not,1

trer,te "true series, they are still fairly comfo table dealing With tne

.task. Une ay OfImakin., simple seriationiproblems e sier is to form bart

_f the series for 'the child. The Idouble .Seriation tasks should probdblY

not be given to children who cannot construct a series at least by,trial

and error. To simplify'a double seriatibn problem, you can Complete 00

of'tha-series for the child.

The materials can be simplified in,a number of Ways, but if they 'are

made to6N.easy you will not be able to explore 'the child's reasoning about

order relationsblrcause you wifl make it possible to solve\the task by,

simpler means.
. I

Here are some ways of simplifying the materials:

reduce the number of things to be seriated

increase 'the size interval.,s between successive tmbers-of

the series.

decreasino the distance-

between successive elements in the,series are ways cyr increaing he

-7ncreasing the number of objects-and/or

task difficulty.
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ACTIVITY 8: Skrnple Seriation with In:Iv:lion (Interviewing a Child)

In this activity, you will inter:iew another child between the ages

fOur and eight on the simple seriation task. You should use

Form A as a gUide. This is a repeat of the same task you did for

Activity
3 (page 29). You 0ould interview a different child than

the one you did in Activit,; 3.

8 5
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ACTIVITY FORM A: Simple Seriation and Insertion

Your Name:

Date:

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

This.form is to be used to complete Attivities 2, 3, and 8 (pages 25,
29, 61). ,

(Conditions)

Put out the 10 sticks (set 1) -
messed up.

Record child's reSponses.

Describe what the child does and
draw a pi_Are of the child's series.

8 6

Say

HERE ARE A BUNCH OF STICKS,
SOME ARE SHORT AND SOME )06;E TA!_

FINDtg.THE SHORTEST ONE FINO
ME THE TALLEST ONE.

WANT. YOU TO PUT TH5 STICKS N

ORDER SO THAT THE SHORTEST IS
HERE. MAKE 1HEM GO.UP FRCM THE
SHORTEST TO THE TALLEST (give
the child time tr understand you
and give examplez, if. necesso.f-y).



It child did not form a series,
arrange the sticks for him/her.

Bring out the 4 extra stick's set .2).

Record child's responses.'

If child.didn't get it right, put the
stick.in the right location in the
series and ask him/her to try another
one.

Record child's, responses.

I'M GOING TO CHANGE ThE STICKS
LIKE THIS...

HERE ARE SOME MORE STICKS THAT
WE DDN'T USE. I WANT YOU TO
PUT 1S ONE (one of the sticks)
WHERE ii BELONGS IN THIS ROW OF
STICKS.

LOC IF WE PUT THE STICK HERE,
Tki . MI THE STEPS KEEP GOING

UP. SEE? (Show by poitri2ng,)
HERE'S ANOTHER ONE. PUT IT iN
THE, STAIRCASE SO THAT ALL THE
STEPS ARE GOING'.UP.



ACTIVITY 9: Double Seriation and Tests gf Ordia (.'orrespondences

This activity combines Activities 4, 5, 6 (pages 35 to 45) that yOu,

role-played as an adult. To complete the activity, you should test

two children. between four and eight years of age. Interview children

that you feel are capable of forming a single series. If they have

difficulty, or you are Li! -,omfortable, Aiscontinue the interview. Use

Activity FormS B-D. After the dOUble seriation problem has been done

(Form B), go on to a test of ordinal correspondences (Form C). If

that task is comfortable for the child, go on to testing ordinal

correspondences when the series has been destroyed (Form D).

8 8
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Your Name:

Date:

ACTIVITi FORM B: Double Seriation

Name o .Child's Teacher:

Child' Name:

Child's Age:
a

-This form is to be used for Activities 4 and 9 (pages-35 and 65).

DojConditions)

Put out dolls and bats in a
.mixed up order.*

MovJ.-child to an'understanding of
your desire to have hiM/her pair the
smallest.bat with the smallest doll-
aAso on 1,:til.the largest doll has
.the larges.' bat.

'Once the child indicates'an intention
to give the small bat to the small
doll...

Say

HERE I HAVE SOME DOLL- AND
STICKS (BATS). HOW ARE THE
DOLLS DIFFERENT FROM.EACH
OTHER?

HOW ARE THE BATS DIFFERENT?

I WANT YOU TO GIVE EACH DOLL
THE RIGHT BAT. WHICH BAT
SHOULD THE SMALLEST DOLL HAVE?

WHICH pAT SHOULD THE TAtLES-r
DOLL HAVE?

O.K., GIVE ALL THE DOLlS THE
RIGHT BATS.

* Dolls and bats vflil be used to illustrate the procedure.
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Record what the child does.

When the child is finfshed... ARE THEY ALL RIGHT NOW?

DO,

Record what child does and says.

_When child is finished...

WHY DOES THIS DOLL GET THIS
BAT? (pointing to one of the
errorT' IS IT RIGHT?,

ARE THEY ALL RIGHT NOW?

_VERY GOOD_.



ACTIVITY FORM B: Double Seriation

Your Name:

Date:

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

This form is to be used for Activities 4 and 9 (pages 35 and 65).

bo (Conditions) Say-

Put out dolls and bats in a
mixed up order.*--

Move child to an understanding of
your desire to have him/her pair the ,
smallest bat with the smallest doll
and so on until Cie largest doll has
the largest bat.

Once the child indicates an intention
to give the small bat to the small
doll...

_

*HERE I HAVE SOME DOLLS AND
STICKS (BATS). HOW ARE THE
DOLLS DIFFERENT FROM EACH
OTHER?

HOW ARE THE BATS DIFFERENT?

I WANT YOU TO GIVE EACH DOLL,.
THE RIGHT BAT. WHICH BAT.
SHOULD THE SMALLEST DOLL HAYL?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THE TALLEST
DOLL HAVE?

O.K., GIVE ALL THE DOLLS THE
RIGHT BATS.

* Dolls and bats will be used to fllustrate the procedure.



Record what the child does.

When the child is finished ARE THEY ALL RIGHT NOW?

Record wnat child does and says.

WHY DOES THIS AP.1_ GET THIS
BAT? (pointing to one of the
errots) IS IT RIGHT?

When child is finished,. ARE THEY ALL RIGHT NOW?
VERY GOOD.



ACTIVITY FORM C: Ordinal Correspondences

Your Name: Child's Name:

Date: Child's Age:

Name of Child's Teacher:

65).
This form is to be used to complete Activities 5 and 9 (pages 41 and

(Conditions) Say

After the child has formed a double O.K. ' I'M GOING TO TAKE jHE
series wi -1 or without your help DOLLS AND PUT THEM CLO R
(Form B), Out the.dolls closer/ TOGUHER.
together and the bats further
apart, -(or vice-a-versa).

After the dolls are bunched
together.

Now pointing to a bat th,lt is- .

opposite to the 4th or 5th dol(
from the end.

NOW WHICH BAT, SHOULD THIS

DOLL HAVE (pointing to the '.
tallest doll)?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to the shorXest

4011)2

,

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to a middle
one)?

WHY?



If the child has been-successful with
the laEt two questions, switch,the
dolls around so that ..111 Series goas
!rvIl sloa to tall clod the other
serie5 goes in the,same direction
froM tall to short.

\

HAT IF A FRIEND SAID yob
WERE WRONG, HOW WOULD YOU
SHOW THEM YOU WERE RIGHT?

NOW THE DOLLS ARE GOING TO
SWITCH AND LINE UP'IN THE
OPPOSITE WAY.

.

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (poirkting to the
smallest)?

_ __WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLt=-.r
/ HAVE (pointing.to the.
tallest)? ,

.WHICH BAT SHOULb TH.IS DOLL
HAVE (pointing to the fourth /

or fifth doll in from the end)?/,'

WHY? EXPLAIN WHY THAT BAT
GOES WITH THAT DOLL.



Your Name:

ACTIVITY FORM C:. Ordinal Cerrespondences

Date:

Name of Child's Tea/cher:

65).

Child's Names

Child's Age:

This form is to.be used to complete Activities 5 and 9 pges 41 and

'(CondiLions) .Say

After the child has Ormed a.ctouble
series with or without your help
(Form B), put the dolls closer
togetlier and the bath further
apart, 'Or vice-a-Versa).

I .

After the dolls arebunched.
together.

Now Oointirw '7o a bat that is
opposite to the 4th ur 5th doll
from the en-_!.

O.K. I'M GOING TO TAKE THE
DOLLS AND PUT THEM CLOSER
TOGETHER.

AOW WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS
DOLL HAVE (pointingIto the
tallest doll)?

'WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVE (.pointinq to ne silortest
doll)?

WHICH BAPSHOULDiTHIS DOLL
1-1AVE (pointinu 10 a middle
one)?

(.

WHY?



I.: the child has beerisuccessful with
the last two questions, switch_the
dolls,-around so that one series goes
from short to tall and the other'
series goes in the same direction
from tall to short..

1

fill?
, J

.WHAT IF A FRIEND SAID YOU
WERE WRONG, HOW WOULD YOU
SHOW THEM YOU VERE RIGHT?

NOW THE DOLLS ARE GOING TO
SWITCh AND LJNE UP IN,THE
OPPOSITE WAY.

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS'DOLL
HAVE (pointing to the
smallest)?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THF DOLL
HAVE (pointink to the
tallest)?

WHICH BAT SHOULD THIS DOLL
HAVEA-pointing to the fourth
Or fifth doll in from the end)?

1

WHY? EXPLAIN WHY THAT BAT
GOES WITH,THAT DOLL.



ACTIVITY FORM : Ordinal Correspondences (Destroyed Series)

Your Name:

Date:

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's-Age:

To'be used for ActivitieS 6 and 9 (pages

Do 1Conditions)

After child has formed.a double
series with or without'your help,
mess up the two series.

_Record what the child does-

Does child reconstruct one series
,

and

Say

NOW I'M GOING TO MAKE IT
DIFFICULT. I'M GOING TO MESS UP
YOUR NICE WORK AND SEE IF YOU
CAN FIND THE.RIGHT BAT FOR THIS
DOLL (pick a doll that belongs
somewhere in the middle of the
series), FIND THE BAT :MAT
BELONGS TO THIS DOLL. '

both series

part of oneseries

part of both series

,

Does the child find the right bat?
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When,child selects a bat,..

Record what child does or .says.

-HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT'S THE RIGHT
BAT?

IF YOUR FRIEND THOUGRT THAT.
ANOTHER BAT WAS RIGHT, HOW WOULD
you SHOW YOUR.FRIEND THAT YOU ARE
RIGHT?

_



ACTIVITY FORM D: Ordinal Correspohdentes (Destroyed Series)

d,

Your Name:

Date:.

Name of Child's Teacher:

Child's Name:

Child's Age:

To be used for Activities 6 and 9 (pages 45 and 65).

Do (Conditions ) Say .

After child has-formed a double
. series with or without your help,
mess up the tNo series.

Record what the child does.

Does child reconstruct-one:series

NOW I'M'GOING.10 MAKE IT
DIFFICULT. I'M GOING TO MESS UP
YOUR NICE WORK AND SEE IF YOU ,

CAN FIND THE RIGHT BAT FOR THIS
DOLL (pick a doll that belongs .

somewhere in the middle of the
sgies). FIND THE BAT THAT
BELONGS TO-THIS DOLL.

part of one series

. ,

part, of both series

7

Does fhe chiTd fihd right bat?
1-,
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When child selects a bat...

Record what child does-or. says.

HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT'S THE.RIGHT
BAT?

IF YOUR FRIEND THOUGHT THAT
ANOTHER BAT WAS RIGHT, HOW WOULD
YOU SHOW YOUR FRIEND THAT YOU ARE
RIGHT?



FOLLONAP TO ACTIVITIES 8 AND 0"

The bet follow-uP td these activities with children is for you to

discuss with other adults what you did and observed.

The following provides some focal pints :For your discussion:

Recall what you did, asked the child to do, ari what the chile

did.

2. Incmhat ways did the interview go well?.

3. In what ways.did it not go Well?

4.. If there were.problemS. or misunderstandings,Thow could you make

the interview better if you did it again?

5. How was the child's performance similar to-or different from how

you would solve the problem?
. .71

How do you think a younger or older child might deal with the

taskl

/
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CHAPTER 3:

ASSESSING STAGE§ OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT'.

' . .

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE DEVELOPMENT QF SERIATION

The development of order relations concerns more than the seriation

of sticks. It involves the whole question of. mentally ordering Dr

sequencing events and bbjects. Seriation tasks are only one context in

which the child's understanding of order relations is-expressed. They are

Significant howeyet', in that they provide an easily administered and' .

, interpreted means of gaining insight into the child's understanding of

order relations or sequentes. The same reasoning that the child demon-.

strates in doinga SeriatiOn task is being used consIgntly. All mental

'activity requires some understanding of sequence. Some know3edtle,, such

as concepts of time and measurement, are specifically and directly

.conceened- with sequenoes.

To understand:how a given child conceives of order telations requires

,
more than simply observing a child bui3ding a series. Many fou'r year olds,

for example, can sequence nesting'boxes, order rings On a 'Seif-correctir

spindle, or ellen put Cuisenaire Rods in order from,shortest to tallest.

This in itself te'ils us little about the child's understanding. Is the

proteed-i-ng-by-to-te-meme-ty-e-r-by7rea-so-n-2----How--such acti vity ref! ectS,

an-understanding of order relations requires furthet probing. .To expture

the child s understandfng -of order -rei-ations-regui res- discovering-the

. nature-of-the-child's reasoning about-relations of less-and greater-than,

befdre and after, etc. To this end, it is iMportant to know how to select.
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-and administer, tasks. that demonstratP the nature.of the child's

understanding.

As adults, We understand that'an element in'a series comes before all

the elements that follow'it and after all the elements before it. In the

case of seriated sticks, we recognize that a stick is,both taller and

shorter than its neighbors; taller than thbse that come before it 'and

shorter than those tliat follow. Being able to coordinate concepts of less.-

than and greater-than allows you to reason through a problem such as:

Paul came to dinner after Sue; Paul came to dinner before Jack. Who came

last to dinner? Young children do not understand the relations implied in

such a problem, even if presented in a physical form. However, as the

child develops, there is a progressive understanding of the relation

less-than and greater-than, and by the concrete-operational stage these

concepts,are coordinated in a reqersible organization.

THE PRE-CONCEPTUAL STAGE -- APPROXIMATE OR INCOMPLETE (' RIES

(generaliy two-fiVe years of age).

RE-READ PAGES 13 THROUGH 19

The material in ChaiAer 1 provides, a.good description of the pre-
_

conceptual stage of seriation.Its main features are:

1. Pre-conceptual children from either approximate series, in which

°each successive element is.not necessarily shOrter (tal,leri than

all those before it; Or.

2. A-s-erfesin-whitthe- topSor bottoifis of the sticks are seriated,

but not with a consideration of both the tops and bottom; Or

3. A number:of small series not coordinated with each other.
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In addition., .children of this:period cannot insert new sticks into

their proper place in the sequence.

Although the pre-cofteptual chilO's inability' to produce aseries is,

in itself, reyeAling, the chaTTacter of a *child's reasoniq is revealed more

in the method of construction than in tne final product. The method of

a child's construction is guided by an understanding, and,by bbserving

he method,.the reasoning is revealed.

The pre-conceptual child thinks of the sticks as either short or long.

\ / ,

This is guided by a simple\ discrimination betWeen one length and another.

It does not take into accont the relative length between a biven stick"-

,

.

.
.

,and all the others, nor doeS it idtorporate an understanding that a Stick

can be a long stick when com ared to some and, at the same time, short -

when coMpared'to others. A s ick-simply has the static appearance of big

. \
.,

or small. However, most two and three/year olds do not have even this

understanding; most four year' olds, Oen asked to select the shortest
/

stick, are able to pick one tha jenerally-shorter than all the others,

'although it is ofcen not the sho st. When asked to select the shortest

of two sticks, they usually giv he correct response. In this sense; the,

pre-conceptual .child understand.s the meaning of dle.words "shortest" and

"longest."

On theother hand, if the prR-conceptual child had a clear under-
\ .

standing of.the term "shortest" and "Tongest," it would be possible to

guide_th4mLto_cpnatruct a-series. SoMe\guided prattice with an emphasis

-----=--on=lltaleing-r-the=1,6ngest-t-i---then-the-n\extIOTi-geStfick, and now the
\ .

longest-of-a1-1-thoSe thatTire-71-eft, etc.")74-0-u1d produce a serieS. But

twO things characterize the pre-conceptual\child-in this regard. One.iS
,
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that-children in this stage do nothave a systematic .conception of

"longest" or "shortest". Thiscan 'be seen in the fact that, unlike older

children, there is nq attempt to make sure that a given stick is actually

-qonger (or shorter) than all. of some set of other st4cks. 'The otherpoint

isitha't the idea of proceeding by taking the longest,.next longest,' etC'.',

is foreign to the child. If the method is-suggested:as it was for_

Oarrflyn jn the. order-relations videotape, it is pursued without systematic
_

consideration and, as a result, the series is, approximate.. : In fact,

prior to Darrilyn's stene,in the film, shr,was red step by step to

contruct an ordered series by taking the longest, next longest, and so on.

However, when left to her own, sh4Ptreats the sticks as'either generally

ong or short, and constructs a series that looks somewhat like a series,

'b t is not.

Turther evidence that the pre-conceptual child thinks of the stick§ as

short or long, is seen 'in their reaction when it is pointed out that a

stick is too ,tall or too short in its present location. The typical

response is to move the indicated stick to the tall orsnort extreme§ of

the sequence. Thl§ is clearly reveled In Darrilyn'§ 'performance when

asked to place new sticks in the ser4es. It is difficult for the pre-

conceptual_child to conceive of where'a new stitk might go, even When it _

is clearly taller than -the.shortest s ic altel-s-horte-r-than_the tallest

stick. ' When-asked to do so, the ch t_not-withOut

mistakes._ Furthermore, whenmistakes are made, -they are not regarded as

- - _ 4,-
\-- such. The-fact-that a stick.tdy-be-tailer, for example, than either of .

\ .

\
its neighbors,t does not suggest to the pre-concepfbal child that it should



/

4 be blaced ,somewhe're el se.

4

If we were to lOok at the performance pf pre-conceptual children on'
, 1

deuble seP.iation problems and on Cluestions concerning ordinal correspon-

hrites.,-v{e.woUld inconIsLncies, :These inconsistenci!bs are

revealed in other areas ,of knowledge-as iwell. For example, if a pre- ,

. ,

conceptual is shown-a row of objec,ts and asked to count them, s/he
1

T

1 I not poipt" to each object and say a number, Instead the child may

point to one 'object and say three numbei's or skip a few objects while only

going up one numeral. The pre-eonceptual child does not establish a one-

to-one correspondencecbetween the series of counting, and the,serieS of

pointing. Similarly, a pre-conceptual child may thHk that as a yot-T of

blocks is spread out, its number increases. There is,a lack of 4nder-

sqpd:ing of the co-seriation; that as the row gets -longer, the space

^

between its. blcas increases. The pre-.conceptual child's understanding

still, relies heavily on appearancd. The extended row loO't, longer, there-

.

-fore it must ,have .more blatks in it22. .

In. closing, we shOul d note the simi larity between the pre-cOnceptual

coordination of ordeT.relations and class relatiens. Darrilyn is a good

example because she is our pro-conceptur-jfi-both-the. classification
.

and seriatia videotapes. In classifying, s.he constructs graphit collet-

.
The_problem-lies not in discriminating between two objects bn the

s of some:property, but-rather,,j n ctordinating simi ari ti es and

di fferences among properties of all and some o le olTj-Ects7-7-F4'-exampig
_

.

Darrilyn can put_tagethar_a_row cf---.5quares-.---This requires discriminating

(seeing a difference) between souares and non-squareS. The row of squares

"at:,

. .

2.2. See Part 3 of -ECT: The Development of Quantitative Relations--Conservation.
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iS d res.ult of matchsinrone,square to another, not thinkinq of the entire
-.

.
Collection as united by the property "squareness," and thereby separated

h r

P fi papes tfiat.are'flOt squares." She is just as Jikely to form a

V.

graphic collection suc'h, as

becaus,e each thing is in some way similar to one of its oneighbors.. Her

perforMance in the seriation task is similar.r' Rather than thinking of
°)

"short,and tall" in terms of all the sticks,.she thinks of these\charac-

...

teristics Only with respect to pairs. This results in an approximate

s'eries. She' is pleased with her efforts sin:Ce its appearance is that
. - .

.0 a series.-ana as are-congeptual child she reason,s.on the basis of

pear8pdes.rather than an underltanding of relations.
0

.

THE INTUITIVE STAGE 7- sERIrs CONSTRUCTED BY TRIAL AND ERROR
,!

(Generally six-seven years of age) A

RE-READ PAGES 19 THROUGH 22

The discussion of the-intuitive-tage in Chapter 1, provides a godd

descriptton of this period. The main Characteristics are:

1. The--intuitive stage child:can cdnstruct a:series by trial and..,

errorbecause there is an understanding that each.stick must

be talfier than-al) '11-1a-resome:--b-efor-e____(or,' conversely, each

Stick must_be shorter than all those that come befe-YEr

. 2. Chil.dren in the intuitive stage have difficulty inserting new ,

4.
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sticks into a series- because ileY cannot yet simultaneously

consider the relations taller-than and shorter-than.

Again, the method of the child's construction. is more revealing'than

its resule In fact, the result of the intuitive child's efforts to ar-

range a single series is indistinguishable frem that of an adult. ,Iii
k

Chapter 1, we've explored the character of the intuitive child's methods.

It'is based upon an understanding .that "shortest" and "tallest" mean

"shorter than all the others" or respectively, "taller than all'the others."

This correct understanding is revealed in the child's concern that each'

added stick.be ta,ller than alrthosealready in the series. And thi5,

gUided,hY visual, judgments aboUt.ow much tallerieach 'added stick should

be, is sufficient to construct a series._ Tftis trial and erron'approach,

in itself, however,' is .net whatdistingAhcs the intu:tive stage child
.

from children in the next stage.:
k

The true charaoter.of a series is such that eacft added stick must
k;

hot only be taller than tbpse before it,.but a4o.sherter than all thoSe to

follow. This ability to coorOinate Shortest and tallest, and the re-
.,

.

. .

sulting understanding of its logical relationship to a seduence,; s what
. .

.

i.

, , . -- e, -Y . , . .

,distinguishes intuitive frdm operational. reasoning. The fact,that this

coordination is absentin the intuitive child's reasoning fs.revealed in
,

. .

a number of ways.

One is seen in the method of constructitn.; \gather than'proceeding .

like a contrete-operational child, forming the series by taking the Short-
. .

est stick from the toile, then\the next shortese-:and-So.on, the intuitive

child siMply starts adding sticks that,,have the appearance Of being longer

th6.$ sticks already-in the series. If'one appears "too much longer", it

might b reOlaced wi? one that eoks better. However, if the differences

CF37
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between successive sticks are small, judgments based won appearances will

result in errors. Mose errors are only corrected-after a situation arises

in which none of thr: remaining sticks are longer_tban_those_in_the_series

ttn this occurs, the child dcstroys part of the series and begins again.

Unlike the concrete-operational, child, there is a lack Of anticipation of

the relations that will'ultimately hold between members of the completed

series; that-eadrelement-willTbe taller than a l those before ifand

,shorter than al3 those that follow.

\ a

A second indication of the intujtive-chAd'sAnability to coordinate

\ less-than and gree er-than.is the difficulty the\ch7ld faces- when_asked
N

-to insea. aNitional -sticks into the series. Unlikes the pre-conceptuall
.

child, children in the intuitive stage.can reason that if a stick is-too

tali at one end of he series and oo short at the-other,-it belon-gs'some-

'where i he middle. .But this-understanding :is intuitive, and pursued.

only .in one direction.. The child'sreasoning is something like the follbw-

ing: if a stick is "too short" it must come somewhere befdre the. stick
;.

to which it's compared: -The dhild looks, for a place. Where the stick wcn't

be "t0o shore,' but Can't find it because what determines when the stick

is no ionger "too shOrt" is thepoint at which ii is longerthan so% other
. .

_sticks. And this requites thinking of the stick' as being, at the same time,

) both short and lOn'g With reSpect to some other sticks.

'Both of the above are clearly illustrated by six-year-old Brock, in

1.

°
the order relations yideotape.

Now,' it is possible that, our analysis,is wrong; that the intuitive

7 Child understands the order- reTations of a series, but is' simPly confused

by the task of inserting a new stick info the series._ The double:seriatton

problem, with its associated problems of ordinal correspondence, provides
_
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. the telling difference..between intuitive and concrete-operational under.

standing.

Bebe, our other sixi.year. old, can arrange-the dolls in a_sertas If_

the series were conStrdTTed with a systematic understanding 6f-order rela-'

tions, it would also be understood that the double seriation ,task demands

no more, than-construtting tdo series, lining ttiem up so-Ahat the first

th first member of the second; and so on.

However, the intuitive series is not a result_of revers4b1e mental oper-

ations. It is something that is formed through trial and error. There-

fore, Bebe pairs big-looking sticks.with big-looking dollS, and ends up

with an approximate correspondence between tdo series. When an obvious:.

.error is pointed out, suth as the bigger of two dolls with the smaller_6

two bats, she recopnizes the error and cOrrects it.by. exchanging_bati.

'This trial and error approach, though adequate for a few..members of the.

series, will not work. for the total series for there are too many possibTe

oombinations. Thus, the intuitive child's actual lack Of understanding

becomes evident.

Further irldication that.the intuitive child's understanding of order

relations is still incomplete is seen in the problem of ordinal.corres--,

pondence. When the,two series are rearranged so that the spatial location

of corresponding members ts.changed, Bebe has no way of determining which

bat goes with which-Aoll. 7She matches a doll wtth.the bat closest to it,

_demonstrating that like tile prerconcentual-child, an undersianding of order.,

relations is still tied to appearances, rather than abstract'concepts.-".

7he idea that the fifth largest doll must still be paired with the ftfth

largest bat is foreign to children of this period.'



Thereare a wide variety of problemS which lfkewice illustrate the

intuitive child's incomplete understanding and use of order relations,

Some-of these-problems_jnvoTve_an..understanding of_cause_and effect rela-

tionships. Forbexampley a child, might be given 'a ramp with-a number Of

different sized balls ,and asked to find what determines how far the balls

will travel after they roll off the end of the ramp. Some children will

think the size of the ball makes a difference: "Big balls jump further:"

Yet when they.are questioned, they may believe that a ball. that is a little

!

LiI bigger won't go further W'hereas a Ach bigger ball will. There. is a

lack of appreciation that if the size of the ball makes°a difference, then

'each increase in the-series of size sbould result in an increase in the
. _

series Of distance jumped by:the ball.23

As has already been pointed out, the intuitive child still relies a

great deal on appearances and cannot, as yet, Coordinate order relations.

Thus, the child's..ability -to co-serfate cause and effect is inconsistent.

it

_The cauSe, in most cases, must be visually obvious for the intuftive child

to connect it to an effect, and even then she/he' cannot Cise this empirical

information to project the consequences of Variations in the original ex-

periment.

In concluding our remarks on(the intuitIVe stage of serfation, it is

interesting to note the similarities between the classification and seria-
,

tion of children at this stage. In both, there -fs a systematic use of.

The intuitive stage classes are composed of elements that are all

'the same in some ay, 'and an i-ntuitive understanding of order relationS

23. Inhelder ar. Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking From Childhood

to Adolescence.
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Thcorporates the notion that "ta11est7-means. taller than all of some set

-of elements, Further, while the intuitive stage child can form classes,

the tiasses are still definedby maximal visual similarity among elements

in the class. In other words, classificatory reasoning is still -tied to

appearances during-the intuitive -Stage, even though the classes themselves

are no longer graphic. Likewise, the intuitive' series are still tied to

the use of appearances-as-se . 'n-its construction-and in-t-he doftfusten-

among spatial'and ordinal correspOndences. Lastly, while in both seria-
,.

tion and classification, intuitiVe children understand and can coordinate

some of the relations, they do.not yet conceive of these relations in

.reversible terms. That is, "similarities and differences" are-not co-
:

ordinated with "all and some nOr are notions Of less-than and greater-
,

than coordinated with one'anOther.

THE CONCRETEAP'ERATIONAL STAt., 7- SERIATION

(generally ocddrihq aro.und eight years of'age)

REPEAD PAGES:22 THROUG 24

It
Chapter 1 provides a good description ofthe condrete-operational

stage of seriation. Its maip:points are:'.

I. The child c6hstructs- the series with an Obvious appreciatioh of.

'order relations, systematically taking the longest (or shortest)

stick from the pile and adding it to the series, -This indicates

an understanding that, thelOngest stick in the pile becomes the

shortest stick in the series.

. 2. An ability to cobrdinate less-:than arid greater-than is also



revealed in the child-s ability to insert additional sticks

into an already formed series:

Ryan gives.a beautifully clear example'of the fact that inserting

a stick" into the series requires an .understandihg that the s'tick

is, at the same time, shorter than those that follow and taller,

than thbse before it.
24

qn Ta44ya's periformance in-the-double-seriatibn_and=ordinal corre-

.Spondence'tasks,, we find abundant evidenee that the coordination of order

relatiOns has achieved a more consistent organization"with entrance into

the cbncrete-operational stage. Tanya's approach to the tats and dolls

task is siiiple and logically straightforward: She constructs a. series,

of d 17, and then sertateSthe bats, placing the first:bat on.the first

.doll, and so fort[L When the bats and dolls are. separated and-even re-

versed.in- order, she still-knows which.bat belongs with .which doltbecause

she knows that it is the order of the elements that defines the series and

not itS appearance. Thefifth largest doll still-gets'the fifth bat, no

matter whattheir arrangement may be. This understanding of order re-
,

lations enables her to match.the right doll to the right bat even after

the two series have been destroyed. .

-The feature that distinguishes conCrete-operational from pre-concep-

-tual and intuitive seriation is the- reversible orgarizatiOn of order rela-

,

In concrete-operational thought, "less-than" is understbod to be-

the opPosite.of "grgater-than", and both are coordinated with each other.

'to form a-logical or structural whole. Recall, that with respect to .

24. -See The Growing Mfnd: The Development of Order Rela,AVns--Seriation.

/
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between the addition, and subtraction of. classes:

B - A' = A.

+ ' = B; B - A =

A similar reversible relationship holds among order relations, except

that rather than subtraction, the reverse of the relationship "greater-
,

than" i "less-than." For example, if A is greater than B, and B is

greater than C, then it follows. that A is afso greater than C: (A >B)

(B>C) = (A >C). 'If you reverse one of the relations, for example, making

C greater than B (C >:B), then the formula becomes, (A >C) + (C >B) (A% B)

or, if you reverse the relationhip between A and B (B>A), the formula

becomes, (A >C) + (B >A) = (B >C ). This last formula siMply expresses

'the understanding thati if A is greater than C, and B is g\-eater than A,
,

then it follows that B. is greater than C.

While the concrete-operational child ddes not,tbink in terms-of
-

mathematical formulas or their abstract verbal expressi.on, hi /her ability

to construct series, insert elements, into the serie.s,_construck:Tdoub-le:,-
-,

series, and maintain ordinal correspondences, shows a flexibility in

reversible Linderstanding that is formally equivalent to the above Mathe-:-

expreSstons. It is this flexibility that enables-the concrete-
-

operational child tb co-seriate the cause and 'effect elements of a problem
-

such as the-one inVolving the balls and ramp which the intuitive child

could not do..

However, if this experiment Kere presented to the child without
. ,

telling him/her which variables make a difference, he/she would pot be
,

able to determine whether,it is the weight of the balls, their size, or

the height of the ramp that makes the difference. It is not until the

_formal-operational stage that the child can work with the logic of
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possi i '-et--o--fo-rmulatc a precise experiment. Furthermore-, thecon-

crete-operational child's understanding Of order relations is yet to be

applied to purly abstract concepts. For instance,.the concept of infinity,

of tioundless extension of a series, is not grasped until the formal-oper-

ational 'stage when concepts of order relations have developed more com-

pletely.

In surTimary, the concrete-opera,tionarchild's performance on seriation

tasks, is indistinguishable from how adults would perform. However, as

pointed out with rEspect to classification and mental developmebc in gen-

eral, it is not the final stage of thought. During the years betigeen,,,

eight and twelve, late childhood, there is a continued and progresSive

refinement of concrete-operatioonaL structures. During adolescence, there

is the erfiergence and refinement of formal-:operational structures and Vie"

ability to reason systematreally with the abstract:

SOME CONCLUDING 'REMARKS ON STAGES OF SERIATION

t

Throughout this-unit we have focused on three stages of seriation

found in children (four-eight) years of age. Some form of seriation,is

going on during the first-year of life,- and its organizagon.cdntinues

to develop through.fate adolescenee.

One additiOnal and important point should be made. Each of, the stages

covers a relatively long period of time,: pre-conceptual stage from two to

fiVe years ..of age, intuitive'stage, fiveto seven years of age; concrete-

operational stage, eight-twelve years of age. By now you should be fabiliar

with some of the things that are common to the seriation skills of children

within each seage. .However, you-should also keep in mind that there is
"o

prOgress made by children within stages as well. The two-year-old pre-
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.conceptual child, for example, is less sophisticated, in histher setiation

'than is the five-year-old pre-conceptual child: The same holds for. chil-

dren within 'all stages. In a sense, development.is: a serie's of .numerous

changes, organized arbund,majOr changes-in thinking. The three stages .

_
0

Covered in this unit characterize the major changes. Within each stage

there are subtle, but observable changes as well.

LOOkING FOR STAGES OF STRIATION

ACTIVITY 10: Reviewing the Videotape as a Review of Stages in Seriation

In this activity, you will review the videotape on seriation (order
).

relations) in order to experiende, more directl the distinction among

the ordinal reasoning of the pre-conceptual, intuitive; and concrete-
,

operational stages-, ,

_

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTIVI-TY;10

-Vievrthe-vi-deotape-with the fdllowtrig-10-truestibris'in mind

You Ay, want ,to stop the tape, rewind, etc., to ex-amine-behaviors

which you are not sure.

.* Use Activity Form E.

3. Discuss the issues with others, so that you can _share ihsights

and "Profit from things seen by others that you ,might have. missed.

You can ,use the transcript of the tape "(Appe.ndix13) to take nOtes.
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ACTIVITY FORM E: Questions for Reviewing Seriation Tape.

. NAME

DATE

To be used fof Activity.10 (page 95)

1. What are some things that-Darrilyn does that shows she has sonie appre-
ciation of the Concepts "short" and "tall" and their relationship to .

a seriesT. . ..---,
.

i2. 'What evidence is there that Darrilyn is n the pre-conceptual stage?
N

_3. What areu.some:of_the-things that-Bebe does-that- gives-thp-impression =
that she is in the pre-conceptual Stagey

. What are some of the things thau Brock arid Bebe do that give the im-
,prossion they are in the concrete-operational -stage?

5. What vidence is theTe that,. Brock a d Bebe are in the intuitive stage?
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6. What evidence is there that Ryan is in the concrete-operational stage?

How does Tanya's solutiontq the double seriation problem differ from---

, Bebe's?"

How does Tanya's solution to the double seriation problem use 'the same
approach that Ryan used to construct .a single series?

.
How 'does- Tanya's solution of the ordinal correspondence problem Oiffer'

'from Bebe's?

, 10. How does Tanya prove that she has found the right 6at for .the right

doll when the two series have been destroyed?

1 1 3
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FOLLOW-UP TO ACTIVITY 10.

You will gain the most-from discussing your ant,wers withothers. You

) may also wish to4look over these possibleapt7er

What are some thinns-that Darrilyr'doe&that shows she has some appre-
:ciation of the Concepts "short" and "7:ta11" and their-relationship to
a series?-
-'

She construcis-an approximate Series from tallestito shortest; when
'asked, she selectt the tmallest oftwo sticks; when.inserting two
sticks in the series, she rokeS the first one shorter than the .second..----:
one..

..

. What evidence is there. that Darriln is -in the pre-cOnceptual stage?
/.

She does.not construct an ordered-series; she-cannot insert new sticks
and tends to put them at the ends of the series; she disreoards the
Actual length of the sticks unless the interviewer points them out to
her.

3:- What are,Someof the thig8-that-Babe-does-thot gives the impression
'that Rhe is 2irr-the pr62Conceptual stage?

. .

When Bebe is arranging.the.batS with the dolls, she does pot arrange
the bats inan ordered series.

,

What are sOme of the things that Brock ond Bebe do that give tha im-
Press-ion they are in the Concrete-operational stage?

Both Drock-and Bebe-are-able to constrUCtan.ordered ser'ies-. Bebe does
this with the dolls and Brock does it with the sticks:.

6'. What evi is there that Brock .and Bebe are in the intuitive stage?
.

While Brock Can tonstructo series,-jt .is-done°.by trialand'error and
haS difficUlty inserting stickt into the'existing Series.. Bebe can

order the dolls,- but does not realize_ that the sticks must be seriafed
Nor doet she understand the order relations between the 'series_

ofdoTls and the,-series nf bats,Jor wherLasked to find the, bat for
the fourth..doll-,,shepicks one that is oppotite it, rather than se-

__ lecting the fourth bat.

61' What evidence is there that Ryan is in the cOncrete-operational Stade?
,

Ryan cOnstrutts the series by sucdessiVely takingthe longest stick,
in his hand:and. placing it at the developing end'of the series. He

.also realize's that a'st-ick in the series is shorter\than one neighbor
and taller-than-the next.

1 1 9
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7. How does.Tanya's solution to the double seriation problem differ from

Unlike Bebe, Tanya rea1ize4 that the dolls anebats must eaCh e put
into'a Series and that the first ffember 'of one series must e paired
with.the first member of the Secomd Series, and so on. Bebe, on the
Other hand, palrs big-lookina sticks with big-looking dolls,_medium

----,4icks_with_medium-size dolls, and small sticks with small dolls. She

does not Check tb--See that-the-biggest stick is paired with-the biggest
doll, and so.forth. down to the smallest stick foi.the smallest doll.

4,

7 8.: Om does Tany.a's solution to the dodbleseriation.problem use the same
approach That Ryan used to construct a single series?

Tanya arranges-the dolls and bats by taking the longest, next.longest,
,

, and so on. This:is the same approach Ryan'used to seriate the sticks.

_9. How does Tanya's solution-Of the ordinal correspondence-problem differ,
from Bebe's?

When Tanya is-asked to find dhiCh bat in one Series goes witH a.given.
doll in the second, she counts to determineithe ordinal poaftiom of
the dolls and then counts to find the bat o-Lthe same ordinal positibn,-'
Bebe does apt consider_the drdfnal pos-f-tton,---bUtTather;7theTappearances
of the two series.

10.. How4oes Tanya prove that s,he has :found the right bat for the right doll
when-the two series Have been destrOyed?

Tanya proves that-she has the Tilihtbat, byishowing that the doll is
the fifth in the series (that there are only four dolls that are smaller)
and showing that the bat she selected is also the fifth in.the serieS
of bats. She realizes that she does not need to reconstrlUct bOth.
series in their entirety to solve _pbe problem.
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ACTIVITY 11: Sharing and Assessing Your Interviews of Children on
Seriation PrOb !ems

In t s activity, you will share with others what you did with children

in Activities-8-9 (pp. 61 & 65). The purpose is tolook at What

kinds of evidence you have for the child's stage-of seriation and to

:consider what additional information you could get to help you decide.

MATERIALS-:

You will need the objects you used for interviewing children in Act-

°

ivities 3 and 9 and the records you kept on Forms A,,B, C, D.

INSTRUCTIONS'FOR ACTIVITY 11:

1. You and-your-fellow -learnars_should_work.it out so that grbup

memberS are able to share'at least one of their interviews in
0

Activity, 8 (simple seriatiohHwith insertions) and Activity 9
_ ,

(double seriation and tests of ordinal correspondence).

2. When demonstrating to other members tn the group, use the. actual -_

material you used with children and use Activity Forms A, B, C,

,ahd D. to remind you, of what you did and how ther child, responded.

3. Discuss among each other what the evidence is that leads'you to

believe that a given child is in one of the three Stages dis.-

r
cussed:in this uhit;-

Discuss the siMilarities and.differences between children of.the

same approximate age and thote Of;differept.

5. Dtscuss how the interviews went well and not so well.

6. 'Discuss what kind of informatibn you now realize you failed to get

and how you will. get this informatiomnext timeyou.interview a.

'child.,

101'
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FOLLOW-U0 TO InTIVITY 11:

By. this point, you have gained a good understanding of some of the

,

problems and tasks used to explore order relations. Furthermore-, you.have

learined to recognize behayiors that reveaj he character.of the child's

/
understanding. You have learned these through_reading, through discussions,

'r !

through interviewing children., 'and. through viewing the videotape.An-this

,
seetion, we Will briefly surrpal-ize the iiin things to look for in seriaiTon .

tasks. For any of the tasks listed on the following pages, you should be

able ,to answer all of the accompanyinqueStions if 'yQu've done the inter-
.

views correctly and,,if you'--/e kept records of, the appropriate behaviors.
/

We'.ve presented the taskt and their related questionS in a way that

'"J

, shbuld 'be useful-for keepirig records .pn individpal children. 3he tamp sort

of questions 'can be applied to any other seriation tasks you may wish .to

-----u(se.- .rn a following section called "On-going 'Assessment," we'll discuss

, .

the OE nd_ jmportance of records, in assessing a child's development.
.----- . ,

, , V
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Your name

Date Child's age

SIMPLE SERIATION WITH. INSERTION: CHILD RECORD-.

Child's naffe

Name of child's teacher
t,g".

To be used as a reCord of a .child's'performance on.a simple seriation tasks.

/ .

..

Simple Seriation

Does"the child understand the terms "shartest" and "tallest"?

When considering 2 or 3 sticks? Yes

,

When consfdering all of the stick ks? Yes

No

How does the child construct the series?

Comparing<one stick to-some of the others?, Yes No

Comparing one stick to all the others? Yes No
c,

Addjng sticks.that are-progressively taller .(or shorter)? Yes ,

No-

Adding sticks.only at the developing ends of the'sderies? Yes

No

Are mistakes recognized? -Yes No

If'so: how are mistakes corrected?

'What'is the form of the completed series?

o A number,of sma'll series? Yes No

2 3



One series using all the stiCks? Yes No

Each element in the series is progressively taller or shorter)?

Yes No

Bottoms even? Yes No

Placing-New Sticks into the S'eries

How are new sticks inserted?

Are sticks inserted in their rigKt 'place? Yes No

g-, Are new sticks put only at the epds-of the -series? Yes No

mistakes,recognized?, Yes No

If' so, how are mistakes corrected?

What stage do you think- the child irs Which other_stage is the child
closest to?

Pre-conceptual

Intui ti ve

Concrete-OPerational.

Coments:
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DOUbLE SERIATION: CHILD REC06----__

Yuur name Child's name

Date Child's age
(

Name,of child's teacher

To be used as a recOrd of a child's performance on a double seriation tasks.
_

Double Seriation

Does-the child understand the.tsk?

Know that the shortest stick goes with the shortest doll? Yes

No

And that the biggest stick goes with_ the biggest doll? Yes

No

How dc the child approach the task?

Attempt to generally give longer bats to taller dolls? Yes

No c

Seriate the dolls or sticks? Yes No

Seriate both the dolls and sticks? Yes N

Create two series in which the shortest, next shortest, etc.,

stick is paired withethe corresponding shortest, rext shortes.t,

etc., doll? Yes No

Are mistakes recognized? Yes ' No

If so, How are estakes, corrected?

10.5
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What stage do you think the child is in? Whtch other sta.ge is the child
'closest to?

'Pre-conceptual

- Intuitive

Concrete-operational

Comments:
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TESTS OF ORDINAL CORRESPONDENCES: CHILD RECQRD

Your name Chi 1 es name

_

Dat Chi 1 d ' s age

Name of child's teacher

________ ------;------ ._.._._ .._
To be used as a record of a child's response to tests of ordinal dorres-.

-.:...:

pondence.;
...,

-, .

To be 'dime after double seriatfon-problem.

How does the child approach the problem-when the dolls and sticks are

in the same order, but one row is spread .out?

Understand that the shortest doll gets the shortest stick, end

the tallest doll, the.longest stick? .Yes NO

Pick two that are closest to each other? Yes No

Count the positiOns (e.g., "first', "second", "third".. Yes

No

How does the child approach'the problem when the order of the dolls

and sticks is reversed?.

Understand.that the shortest stick goes with the shortest doll and

'vice verse? Yes No

Pick.the two that are closest to each other? Yes No

o Countthe positions? Yes No
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HOw does the child approach the problem when the two §.eries are'

destroyed and mesSed up?

Pick one that simply looks right? Yes

Reconstruct one series? Yes No

Reconstruct both series? Yes No

Reconstruct only the necessary parts of one orboth_ser-i-es-?-----------

es No

What siage do you think the child, is in? Which other stage is the child
closet to?

Pre-conceptual

Intuitive

Concrete-OperatiOnal

Comments:

108
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ON-GOING ASSESSMENT

In Chapter 5, we talk aboutcthe broad educational implications for

what you have learned about 'seriation and Piaget's theory in general. How-

ever, before concluding this chapter, we should discuss the importance of
_

_stabl4shringa-noff=g6ing---Program for assessing a-1T-the children in the
3 S.

classroom. 'By getting to know all your children and by assessing the same

child a number of times during the year,you can expect to see a number of

0:4

thi.ngs.

You will come to see a common pattern to the thinking of all your .

children.

4), You will find that while there are similarities,-children also

differ from each other. For example, children will differ on how

well they understand your instructions, and this will not always

be a result of their level of:development. HoW comfortable the

child is with you, how familiar the child is with the expressions

you use, etc., are all factors that.will affect the*chiid's per-

formance.

Children will also differ in their level of .development. Even if

all the, children are in the same stage,'some will be just entering

the stage and seme ready to enter the next stage.

You Will find that children who are doing "equally well" in school

are not necessarily at the same stage in their development. For

example, two pre-school children may know their numbers, colors,

alphabet, etc.,-equally well, but perform at somewhat different

levels on seriation tasks.
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Likewise, you will find that children may be at the same stage,,

even though one is doing well in sChool and the other not so well.

Maybe most importantly, you will find that children whom you re-

garded as less advanted, actually show themselves to be develop-
,:

mentally as far along as their classmates. On the other hand, you

might come to.realize that he problems a child Is haying with

certain-subject matters are theresult df the chiid's :level of

uevelopment and not necessarily "an inability or Unwillingness to

learn" or an inability on your part to do a."good job" teaching'.

Keeping Records

To get to know your children in the above terms is important. To

better see and understand the similarities and differences among your

-children can only make yOiTa better teacher. The first step for such in-

sight comes from keeping records of your interviews with the children.

This will allow you to compare children, to check your impressions against

records of actual performance, to see how a child progresses through the.

year, to get a better feel for the relationships between the child!s per-

formance (or your expectations) and the child's stage of development', and

to Compile relevant information to share with parents.

krecord for,..any child, should consist of a description of the task

you used, the.materials, the questions you asked, and the child's res-

ponses. Such.a record is called,a "protoco1.9 The various activity forms

used while interviewing children are examples of protocol 'forms. However

as you become.a better interviewer, you will not want,to restrict yourself.

to predetermined approaches. Ohe Way to keep a protocol.record is simply A

to make notes.of what you are doing and saying (as you 6 and say them) and'
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record what the child does and says. Your protocol record might look like

the following:

Simple seriation - 10 blue sticks (9.0, 9.8, 10.6, 11.4, 12.2, 13.1, 13.9,

14.7, 15..5, 16.3, cm. long)

Sally Miller October 2, 1975

Age: 5 years, 2 months

Examiner Child

Longest stick?

Shortest stick?

Give child two sticks - which is

Coi.rect

Mistake

shortest? COrrect

Make series from shortest to

longest.

Make one series?

After I.corrected the series to

show child the cdrrect series

I asked: Can you do it like

I did?

And so On:.

Child makes three different

series.

Child puts the first three

together

Child still makes an uneven

series.
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After you have interviewed the child and while your memory is still

fresh, you should use your protocol to fill out a summery record of the

important child behaviors. Record-forms such as those on pages 103-103

proyide examples. With both the protocol and summary ,you have a good

record of the child's performance and a basis for making judgments about

the child's stage of development and understanding of order relations.

Sro-
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CHAPTER 4:

ADDITIONAL WAYS TO EXPLORE ORDER

RELATIONS WITH CHILDREN

All of the waYs'you!ve.directly experienced7children's understanding

i'of order relations are only tome of the ways such understandings can be

explored.. This simple fact is in itself one..of the more important impli-
,

cations of Piaget's work. It'suggests that there is a broad and common

themethat underlies a wide variety of activities. yPe've cajled thiS

theme "order relations.," Order relations are involved-in any activity --

. either mental or physical -- that involves the sequencing of eventS'or

objects. This means that you can explore the logic of sequencing in an

almost endless variety of ays. As we've discussed,in a unit On concepts,

all concepts involve the use of order.relations,,or class relationS, or

bOth.25 As such, their expression is prevalent in much of the Child's

actiVity and.thinking.. As you'develop more:familiarity with.their

expression in a vartety.of physical Seriation problems', you will'become

increaSinglY.goOd -at seeing their character in children's actiVities in

-general, including those that idake up the subject matter of the classroom.

It is important to eXtEnd your exploration of order relations and

their development tO a broader range of tasks than those discussed.in the
_ .

preceding chapters. By experimenting with a variety:of a'ctivities,you will

25. Alward, orkinsmith Children's ConCepts ELS Unit.
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see the variations that make order.relations easier or more difficult to,

reason about. For example, while a child,may not be able to arrange a

series of stiCks,,he/she may be able to draw an accurate,picture bf the

series. Experiences with a variety of seriation activities Will also give

you a better feel for the similarities between tasks used to explore the

natural course of development and taskos that are a part of your teachind

activity,: Lastly, the more varied the tasks the better you will get at

(0Working with children, learning how they understand your requests and

questionS, the kinds of inconsistencies they recognite in their own

behavior and judgments (and those not recognized as.well), and how they

deal with problems that are recognized but difficult to solve. In short,

the better you understand order relations and their .se in different types

of activities, the better you will understand the child's understanding of

the world and how that 'understanding is communicated.

YA few remarks should be made regarding the'following additional acti-

vities. Most of themhare physical problems' or ones requiring the

prodiction of pictures,. Activities of this character make it easier fOr-
/

the Chfldren to express their unde'rstanding an'd:easier.foryou-to interpret .,.,

a child's behav.ior. More importantly, physical.activities;involping

concrete objects provide the context in which the child can do his/her best

work and With the use of Objects and pictures, you see most clearly what

/ the child does or does not understand. Some of the probTems- have been_used--

-by Piaget and his colleagues for assessing intellectual development.

Almost all of them are more difficult than the simple.seriation tasks

,mentioned in he preceding chapters. The following is a verSt brie;,preSen-

tition. To get more rmation, look up'the indicated references.
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SIMPLE, SERIATION

The standard seriatión problem can be interestingly varied by uting

sticks that differ in length..by. a non-constant amount. They can be cut

'from balsa wood to form non-straight line series. For example:'

'Be careful not to use too maq. sticks (about 10 work well), or to Make the

differences in length too small to be .noticed (vary between about,l/l6' and

l/2").

A related task is to ask the.child to copy more complicated designs,

for example:

a



Piag,c has also investigated the development of serial ordering when

the -objects cannot be seen.
26 Objects of different dimensions (different

sized circles could be tried) are placed under a cover or behind a screem

and the child is asked to order them from largest to. smallest. Because of

the'difficulty in identifying size differences without visual aid, there

should beharger differenCes between the.elements than there are for the

standard seriation task (a minimum of 1/4 inch ought to do). The wooden

table blocks.referred to in Usiu"Toys and Games with Children, Activity 5,

can be easily adapted for.use here.27

Children will have more difficulty when they are called upon to

anticipate an ordering without actually arranging it. Here are two

tasks that Piaget has used to'study the roles of anticipatiOn and per-

ception. For the first task, a Set of sticks, each with a different length

and color, is mixed on a table. (Cuisenaire Rods can be used). The child

is .given a set of craYons with colors that match the colors of the sticks;

and is then asiced to,draw a picture ofhow the sticks would lOok if :they

were'ordered from largest to saiallest. The problem can be made easier by

givin the childian ordinary pencil, thereby eliminating the requirement

of mai taltnitig the cogespondence between color and ordinal position..

T e second task, requires anticipatiosLwithout visual,cues. A.set of

sticks s.streened. A4-ter examining them by,touch, the chird is asked to

draw Ichey would look like if they,were placed in order from largest. tcy

26. "I. he1der and Piaget The Early Growth-of Lo9ic in the Chilc],

Chapter.9.

27. Thls is another unit in .the 'FLS.



smallest. For thisjdnd Of problem.feWeri,stiCkS shoUld be used (about'
, . 1 .

'', . ,.: , . , - .

. .
(

five) with large difference's in sticklength., An-interesting variation is

to include Some sticks of:equal length.,

Order 4-elationships can also be'studied that do not involve a single.

spatial dimension. For example, a child can be asked to copy an ordering.

//.. 28
of doll-clothes on o line..

The thild,is givenhis/her own laundry and clothesline. Even young

'7 children find tAlo task easy; so it is a'good placeto-start, Bilt it-
._

becomes more difficult if they are asked to produce a-Teverse ordering or

one where both ends of the clothesline are connected.

The'aboVe kind of problem'can also,be.PresentedAising a( collection of

beads made into a necklace And againthe problem can be made more

difficult by eliminatingpercertual cues,. For example, a'few of the beads

tan,be p.4ced-on a string and drawn into a tunnel or behind a Screen. The
. /

'problem is to predict the order in which the beads will emerge. Or the

beads can be inserted into a tube and the tuberotat d 180 degrees. When

asked to predict the order in which they will emergie, the child must

reverse tbe Original Order.29 Variations include 'using more beads and/or

.28. Piaget and Inhelde,,.,, The Chiles Conceytion of Space, Chapter 3.

29. 'Piaget, Jean, The thild's Conception of.Movement and Speed,
Chapter 1;
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more rotations of the tube.

There is a more difficult variation of,the single seriation problemI.
ihat Piaget has not studied directly. This task also.involves building,

staircases with blocks of different lengths. 'But to prodw:e an evPset

of increments.for each step, bloCks of different lengths must be combined.

The problem is described in Using. Toys and Games with'Children, (Part iI,

page 123).

In the same book can be found a series of sequencing games, soMe of

which are quite difficult; all require a basic knowledge of ordering before

the more difficult aspects of the problem can be considered (Part

page 217).
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MULTIPLE SERIATION,PROBLEMS

CI

A multiple seriation problem is one in which objects can be ordered

,with respect to two-or-more qualities simultaneously. 30
When the ordering

is coMpjeted, a partial or complete matrix is, formed.

0 0
0 0

AA,
AA

30. For a complete discussion bf the development of the'ability to per-
form matrix multiplication see The Early Growth of Logic in the Child,
Chapter 10. Generally, the stage progression develops at the same rate as
single seriation.
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The example is a simple one. The number of objects forms one dimension,

while the kind of object is ordered along the other dimension. A more

standard set of objects usually consists of two quantitative dimensions

like.size and color hue. For example, the child is.asked to arrange four

to seven sets of different sized leaves, each set having leaves of from

Jour to seyen different shades of green.' It is a.good idea to show what

is desired by startin-g the matrix, arrangement for the child.

The illustrated balls of increasing size and darkness provide an

additional example of a set of materials that could be used.

1.43
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Matrix multiplication problems can be made more or less difficult

by varying the number of categories along each dimension, and/or by

making the differences along each dimension more.or less distinct. A more

'interesting means for increasing the difficulty is to ask the child to

complete an incomplete matrix.

410
...,,,..

t -

.

a.
.

I \

...0.......-
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With this kind of problem, the child is giyen the remaining cards for

From these s/he selects the appropr/i7ate single cardthe entire matrix.

and is asked to justify his/her choice. Note that the example problem is

also difficult because the objects vary With respect to quantities that

must 'be considered and Ones that must be ignored.

Another possibility for a multipl'e series is a set of glass beakers

that vary in height and width. But since it is difficult to find objects

that vary systematically along two quantitative dimensions appropriate

objects can be molded from clay or plasticene.

TRANSITIVITY

Ali problems that require a sequencing also require an understanding

of transitivity. For example, if stick "A" is longer han stick:"B",

andi stick "B" is, longer than stick. "C", then the adult knows without

having to compare them, that stick "A" is longer than stick "C". The.

122.
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young child does not know this. S/he can be given "A" and "B" to compare,

then "B" and "C" to compare,,and even young children will make the correct

judgments about relative height in each case. But when asked to make

judgments about "A" and "C", without actually comparing them, the child

may not be able toanswer, or may merely guess.

A much more difficult transithiity problem is one where the infor-

mation about the objects to be compared is presented entirely verbally,

that is, without any objects to actually compare. We have already given

several examples of these. For instance, if Sue is taller than Jane, and

Julie is shorter than Jane, who is tallest?

The above pro. ems should give you some addftional feeling for the

importance of understanding serial orderings. Serial ordering underlies

all.quantitative cc:incepts such as height, length, force, hue, weight, and

time; A good example of a physical concept that retults from'appropriate

kinds of ordering is. the concept of density... This contept essentially

an ordering of weight along one dimension and volume.along another_

dimension. The density ofany two substances can be'compared, by comparing

their weights for the_same volume, or their 'volumes for the same weight.

If two thingsmefgh the same, but,pne has a larger volume, then it iless

dense.
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small

Volume

\/
large

light

Weight

> heavy

A is denser than B.

C is denser than B.

v
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CHAPTIllt. 5:

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS31

Piaget's first five books, published in the 1920's were enthusiastic.-

ally received and widely discussed'. In this book you have been introduced

to some of the ideas. that are discussed in those works: Children's

thinking progresses through stages; at each stage.there is a common

quality to much of their thought; and, prior to middle thildhood, children's

concepts are organized differently than those of adults.32 Howeve, the

initial popularity of these findings had littlejmpact on American

psychology or education,- and between the 1930's and 1960's few people were

familiar with his work.

This surprising indifference was the result of a predominate involve-

ment with Behaviorism, according to which knowledge.is a copy of external

facts and can be taught through example, practice, correction and reinforce-

ment.33. These views are older than Behaviorism itself, as evidenced by the

traditional methods of education, such as rote learning, memory exercises

and teacher-directed activities. Such practices reflect a belief that

knowledge is memory of past events and that good teaching corrects or

reinforces student responses to tasks and questions. Most educational

practice in America today has its roots in history and itS theoretical

31. Portions of this chapter also appear in Part 1 of ECT.

32. These same principles are explored in other areas of knowledge by
the three remaining parts of the ECT series and by the FLS unit titled
Working with Children's Concepts.

33. Langer, Jonas, Theories of DevelOpment.
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\
`'rationale in Behavibrism. This, however, is rapidly changing and in large

measure because of Piaget's work.

.1-bwards the end of the 1950's a number of factors prompted a renewed .

interest in Piaget's studies. , For one,-bis general findings Seemed valid,

yet unexplainable in behayioristic terS, thUS providing anew focus for

-
theoretical.psychology. For another, the topic of' mental development it-

self was virtually untouched by behavioral research. The breadth and rich-

ness of Piaget's preceding four.decades of study opened an exciting and un-

explored area of obvious importance. Lastly, Piaget brought to. psychology

a method of study and focus that was beginning to surface in a variety of

Piaget calls this approach "strudtdralfse and describes it .

as a.study of how the parts of a system.work together t9 foim the system-

itseff.34 What you have learned aboui-the development of order relations

is an example. In order-relations the parts of the system are the mental _

actjvities of sequencing objects and events. These activities are organ-.

ized to form a pattern or.system. As you've 1.earned., this system changes

in systematic ways fromone stage to the next.

Whereas behaviorists regard knowledge as a reCording of external.ex-

.

perience, Piagei has ttempted toshow that all knowledge has an underly-

ing drganization. ,This organization cannot bectaUght or'reCorded frori

examples. It is the reSult of the individual's constant regulation of -

physical and mental activities becoming increasingly systematic andbetter

organized.: The fact that an eight-year old reasons about order relations

in adult-like fashion and the.four-'year old 4oes not is not-the result of

34.Piaget, Jean, Structuralism. 143
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more experienCe with adult reasoning. By Ordering objects and events in

.ways that are personally interesting and important, children come to organ-

ize their activities in more systematic terms. As they do, the ordering

activity inevitably takes the form we regard as logical and adult-like.

Piaget has created a powerful picture of intellectual development but,

for the most, part, has left its educational implications to be.explored by

others.. , We now know rich and fascinating facts about what children do and
.....-

do not believe.. These facts have obvious educational implications,.for ed-.

1

ucation carries as its primary responsibility an understanding ofwhat

children regard as true. Piaget also provides a technique'for exploring

the common patterns of.thought ih.general. As educators come to usehis

*deas for exploring thinking,ithey Will be better at anticipating what ,.

ch ldren can and.cannot do and more confident in stimulating and following

child en's thOughts.

L;tly, Piaget's theoretical acCount of how children progres in their
\

mental dev lopment contradicts many commonly held assumptions about think-

\ing. In its b .roadest terms, it sugges.ts that thought is not Aerived from

:language, thoug language serves an iMportant function; that thought is not .

abstracted from the environment, but actively Constructed in a self-deter--

mined :interaction wi h the environment; that the'inability of children to

understand certain trut

but an inability to coorcrnate information in the required fashion. These

importaht additions to oür derstanding of thought, suggest educational

-
,

is not because of a lack of relevant information,

practices that are,quite diffe ent from traditional approaches. The theory

suggests trusting children in more active and self-dfrected learning, ask-
,

ing their awn questions, and findi\ng means of answering_them. It suggests

that interactions betWeen children important as thosebetween adults



and childree, and that freely exploring the physical and, social environ-

ment is as, or nure, important than sitting quietly and doing one's lessons.

It suggests that children be stimulated to reason rather than memorize and

'that they be encouraged to reflect upon their.own views and their implica-

tions:. However, because this psychological theory is relatively new to a

majority of educators, it will take time to fully fashion it into educa-

tional practice.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ORDER RELATIONS

AND ITS EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

0

When first introduced to the important relationship between sekation

and thought, it is hard .not to feel a.responsibility for teaching it. The,

fact -OA young children seriate so differently than adults, and the pre-

sence of countless educational products despRed to.teach order relations,

makes this seem all the-more reasonable. In some respects there.is justi-

fication -in guiding children to specific ordering activities, and in other

respects it' is a misuse of energy and possibly even harmful to the child's

overall education.

It now seems clear that all healthy and active children come to-order
_ _

in increasingly systematic ways and.that by middle childhood these skills

are logical, from'the adult perspective. It is alSo fairly well- Acognized

that it is very difficult to teach children an understanding of order
b

relations that is more advanced than one they naturally hold. Success in

doing so is achieved only when children are at a transition point between

one stage and the next, or, in other words, when ;they are close to under-
!

standing on their own what is being taught.- Furthermore, once success is

achieved, it by no meahs guarantees an oyerall improvement in Lwe quality
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of a child's thinking. t

On what baSis, then, is it reasonable to engage children in ordering

activlties stich as seriation tasks? As long as the.focus is on helping

children explore their own understanding, rather than replaCing it with

advanced thought, seeiation can be fun anr: Yewarding:for teachers and

children'. Moreover, by providing,oedering activities for .children, the

teacher can get a clearer sense Of their level of development .and their

understanding of the elements they 'are working with. However, if teachers

attempt to enforce understandings that are more sophisticated than a child's

level of development, there is risk that the child will divorce the activity

from his/her OVIll ability, to reason, and replace it with attempts to imitate
a

and to memorize what is,being taught. To separate mental activity from

reason replaces self-rdliance with a dependency upon the teachings of others.

Mare importantly, it may lead tfte child to conclude that his/her way of

thinking and viewing the world is.wropg when ir fact it is.the only way

that s/he can reason.

It seems reasonable to state that, .if anything, the implications of

Piaget's theory-are to avoid teaching seriation. Why replace vital aspects
. .

of education with activities designed.to advance'reasoning" in the direction

it is destined to take of its own accord? Rather, the effort should be

directed towards providing children with opportunities to exeecise whatever

understanding of order relations they May have and to appreciate the re-

sults of their efforts. -Children will become increasingly aware; but at
/

their own pace; and soon enough, earlier ways of thinkinb will_be replaced

by more advanced&reasoning.,

_Many AmeriCan educaioes have come to the conclusion that if thinking''
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\

'progresses fhrough stages, then\ it is unreasonable to expect things from

children that they are not yet ready to understand or do: The hotior Of

"readiness" is a popular theme. in\ American education. "Don't try to teach

c..,

what the child is not ready to learn. Piaget's theory suggests that all

knowledge has organization and that \the "organization advances through a

sequenCe of orderly. stages. Thus, the problem is riot to avoid certain kinds

of knowledge,-but rather to examine al\ aspects pf sUbject matter, curricu-

lum) in terms of the level of understanding being demanded'of the child.\

..fihiS is a difficult task because it requires understanding -the-underlyirig

Organization of thought iriuring alt.of the relevant stages,:and .mnderStanding

hew- these issues bear on all the subject matter of the 'classroom.

this series of four units iS an attempt_ to address part of this prob-\
, .

,
..

lem. By introducing you to the character of thought in its- variOus 'forms

.

of organ;zation durfng the early childhood.years, you will be better abqe

to anticipate .the kinds of problems your children Will find, difficult

easy/ to solve. But ultimately, the answer to 'th&question "What is the

chiljd capable of' doinil or tapable of learninql" is determined by the chilC.

By coming to know how to ,explore a child's thinking and by respecting.the:

integrity of the child'sThnderstanding you -will also become more, cOnvinced
! /' . . 7

that the child:s own interest., likes and'dislikes, best determine what s/he

/ .

is ready to understand. Things thatare too easy or too difficOt do not -

\interest the child' nearly asmuchas the investigation of 'new problems and

ideas suggefted to fhe thild by his/ber own 'exploration. The nat6ral course

Of \intelligence is to find new problems suggested by the solutibn Of bld

ones'it. 'these probleills; and the.knowledge necessary to finding their so7u-

tjohs.;\ are what the' child is ready to learn.
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What yoU have learned about children'S nderstanding of order relations

between fourand eight ,years of age provides, basis'for anticipatin2 what .

children can be expected to understand.. For xample, time is a.continuous

sequence. Because of the inability-of pre-ope atidnal children'to reason

systematically and consistently about order re atiOns-, their understanding

of time is incomplete and to the adult, illogical. \piaget has endeavored

to show that concepts of spaceqnumber, measureMent, chance, cause and ef-

fect, geometry, proportions, genealogical familY relati ns, his4-ory, and

1 so on, are likewise dependent upon an understanding of order relations. As

La result, children generally do not form systematic understandings.of these

concepts until around eight years of-age. The remaining three units in

the ECT series explore some of these areas. The Unit titled Working with

ChildreWs Concepts explores the relationship of classification and order

relations to concepts in general,:3

OPE4-RESPONSIVE EDUCATION

Piaget''work has had an obvious and'significant influence on the

teaching of'Specific subjects. It is nOtin the least 'unusual to find de-

, velopers of curriculum materialt4in areas :at diverse as music, drama, art,'

social relations, Math, 'science', and social studies, referring to Piaget

'as, the rundation for their suggested practices jet a more significant
.

-..,
.

impact iS felt in the conteMporary. trends-of openieducation. Educators are

increasingly recognizing the need to turn more cy( the learning process over

tO the child, to gstchildren out.of their seats,'inventing problems and

solutiorc, talking freely with adults and each other, and, on the whole,

actively participating in deCisions as tO what to) study and llow to study

it.
131
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A number-of different educational approaches travel under the broad

label of "open education." And there are disagreements among proponents

of individual Programs: But what is tommon to all is a concern with the

character of the child's actiVities,wand there are.a number of ways in which

Piaget's theory bears on this general question. .

1. 'Central to the open-education philosophy is a belief that children

learn best when they have a responsibility for their own learniny.
I

Because knowledge is constructed and-made up by the learner, learn-

1
ers must deveIo0 skills in self-direction and they must be given

/

opportunitfes ;13 approach prOlems in ways that suit their indi-

.

vidual charac-4r.and disposition. Students should be involyed in

selecting projects and ideas to focus on; selecting:resources to

wnrk With; determining when and for how long activities,are pur-
,

.sued; parti ipating in the evaluation of their learning; and in

.selecting -the nature cir feedback they, receive.

2. Children's interests play an important role in the openeducation

environment. For one, it is recognized that interests are an indi-

cation of whether a child is developmentally ready for a subject--

as presented'. .Secondly, it is understood.thatinterest is a power- \

fu s'ouIrce of energy for. 14rning. Learning does not take place

_without an active involvement and this occurs more readily when

ther are genuineand-personal interests.

3. In op

in th

yariet

-education classrooms the learning process is an. active one

sens,7è that clifldren can use a variety of reS.ouytes d a
_

learning Modes. Rather than learning arithmetic.fdr\:
.

\

6(ample through rote-practice attivities, workbook activities,

and liening to the teacher, thildren may be inVolved in Workinn

i/
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with physical objeCts.that represent arithmetic concepts, playing

games that involve mathematical concepts, making a movie, story,

or play about a mathematical conCept, keeping a diary of 'arithmetic

used at 'home, and so on. Furthermore, the nature of the child's

a tivities are guided to explore relationships rather than isolated

*ts. For example, rather tnan separately learning that 7+5=12

and 2+10=12; the child might be led to see the relationship'be-

tWeen these two forMulas; that, for example, if you take 5 from

the first and add it to the second number in the first formula you

get the'second formula; (7-5)+(5+5)=2+10=12. What do you...think?

Would this principle apply to all formulas in which two numbers

add up to a third?

4. All education concerns itself With developing an appreciation and

skill In reasoning. Piaget's theory has provided a' useful insight

in this regard. He has shown that underlying all reasoning is a

pattern of organization that can be identified as intelligence.

N.

As the child applies his/her interests and active consideration to

events anci.objects:the pattern or organization undergoes changes

and evolves towards a more satisfying and encompassing form. This
c.

course of emerging reason holds for a area of knowledge to which

the mind may be applied. It is sPmethin that is neither learned

nor acquired at birth. For reason to take ts hold, the mind must

be applied and challenged such that preliminary ideas are found to

be false and wanting. The formulation of beliefs a 4 the seeking

of means to test beliefs is the exercise of intelligence. Asking

children to imitate the patterns of reason imposed by otheran

not serve this function. This principle is appreciated in open-
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education and provides the basis for many of the practices that

fall under that heading.T

5. Open-education proponents stress the importance of social inter-

actions among peers. ThroughOut his career Piaget has insisted

that mutual cooperation and interaction among children sharing

common goals and interests is essential to the-.development of rea-

son. This means that children should be allowed to explore con-

cepts through mutual play, through discussibp, through.sharing

points of view, and through attempts to work together on common

goals. The mUtual interests of children are an important founda-

tion for social and intellectual development and they should be

built upon in the classroom.

6. Lastly; teachers in-open-education classrooms must develop skills

and talents that are different from those required of the tradi-

tional teacher. Open-education is not something that can be pro-

grammed or packaged in the sense of strict.lesson plans or a guided

series of instructions, such as in workbooks. Open-education re-
\

quires a flexible approach in which individual needs can be met as

they arise, where sporitaneous questiOnS can provide the focus for

an extended project, where new challenges can be proposed as op-

portunities arise.

Education, as a question.of.learning and as a question of society, is

enormously complex. It is something in which everyone has a share and a

say, and it is something,that affects and is affected by every factor in

the human complex. The school itself is as much .affected by education as'.

it in.turn affects the individual. Every intellectual revolution has left

'its imprint on the goals and values of the school. How these new goals are
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achieved is a matter of technology; the developing of intelligence through

doing. The-issue of open-education, as with most other important education-

,a1 issms, is strictly a question of.what.individuals in society want and

value. The-technology-of producing-competent-students-in open-education

environments is a do6mented fact. The success of the British Infant School,

the Bankstreet and Responsive Follow-Through Programs, testifies to the

ability of open-education teachers to achieve the goals and values of so-

ciety.
35

The question is whether society wants to adapt the goals of open-

education.

Piaget expresses his own view, which is often quoted by.proponents of

open-education:

The principle goal of .education.is to create
men who are-capable of doing things, not simply
of repeating what other generations have done --
men who are creative, inventive, who discover.

The second goal of education,is to form minds
which can be critical, can verifY, and not accept
everything they are offered...we need pupils .who
are active, who learn to find,out by themselves,
partly by their spontaneous activity:and partly
through material we s up for them; who learn
early to tell what is verifiable and what is simply
the first idea to come to them.36

Piaget is a scientist of immense stature. He is truly as much a source

of intellectual revolution as were Freud, Galileo, and Aristotle. But

science cannot, and should not, determine values. It can, however, educate

35. Rayder, Nicholas F., e a ., Effects of the Responsive Education
Program: New Data.

35. Ripple and Rockcastle (Eds.), Piaget Rediscovered.
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our values and provide means of realizing the goals we set. for ourselves.

Through Piaget's work, extended by countless others who are concerned with

the nature of intelligence, pe can see that all children who are active

come.to develop increasingly.refined expressions of intelligence. This

happens irrespective of schools. It'is the inevitable result of mental .

activity. But the question of school is critical and goes beyond the de-

velopment of intelligence or reason in the abstract. School iS properly

concerned with the nature of subjects to which the intelligence is applied.

What Piaget Suggests and prattitioners.. have shown, is that classrooms

and schools can be created in which students function with freedom in a

climate of honesty and respect and still achieve what is expected by the

Society into which they must be absorbed. What is surprising to.many seems

obvious to others: intelligence directed and followed by interes leads

to learning what society expects.

It is a tyth.tc,think that children are innately opposed and foreign

to reading, writing, and arithmetic. These are simply society's ways of
4^.

ceorcsenting forms that intelligence naturally takes. Childrendevelop i

Vheir ling4scic intelligence, and reading and writing are simply, shared.

ways of expressing this intelligence- Likewise, cnildren deVelop in their

understanding of class and order relations. Arithmetic is no more than

socially_shared ways of expressing this intelligence. These shared systems

are,conventions and not intelli,Jence itself. Conventions must be learned'

from others. But As is the. nature of people, and .especially children, not

to learn from others if in so doing one is demeaned, embarrassed, ridiculed

or demorlized. Only by personal interests free from fear and supported by

not

)thers can children be expected to share and extend the exciting forms of

personal and collective intelligence. Open-education at its best, sets a stage.
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APPENDIX A: SERIATION MATERIALS

The following is a description of materials to use. ;ri simple seriation

taskS, insertion of new elements into a series, doub1e seriation and

tests of correspondence.

SIMPLt SERIATION: WITH INSERTION:

Dimensions

Set I consists of 10 sticks increasing n length bY 8 mm. The

sticks are 9.0, 9.8, 10.6, 11.4, 12.2, 13.0, 138, 14.6, 15.4,

16.2 m. in length.

Set II consists of nine additional sticks that can be inserted

among the 10 sticks in Set I. Each of the nine sticks is longer

by 8 mm. The nine sticks are 9.4, 10.2, 11.0, 11.8, 12.6, 13.4,

14.2, 15.0, 15.8 cm. in length.

Materials

You can construct the sticks out of any.material that is, rigid

and easy to ,handle. Wood is ideal. You can use moldtngfrom

a lumber yard or other pieces of thin lumber. Hobby shops may

have more appropriate materials. You can use other substances

suCh as thick cardboard, pencils cut to length, etc. The Sticks

in set I are painted a different color than those in set

DOUBLE SERIATION:

Dimensions

Dolls: There are 10 dolls, each longer than the next by 8mm
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The 10 dolls are 9.0, 9.8, 10.6, 11.4, 12.2, 13.0, 13.8, 14.6,

15.4, 16.2 cm. in length. They vary proportionately in width

so that they maintain the'same appearance even though their

length changes.

Sticks: There are 10 sticks, one for each doll. Each stick is

longer than the preceding one by 4 mm. The 10 sticks are 4.5,.

4.9, 5.3, 5.7, 6.1, 6.5, 6.9, 7.3, 7.7, 8.1 cm. in length.

Materials

The dolls are cut with a.jigsaw from 1/4" wood. Thinner material,

such as cardboard, balsa wood, or linoleum will also work.

The sticks can be Rade out of balsa wood used for constructing

models. This can be found in any hobby shop. Other material

can be used as well, such as pencils, pieces of wood, etc.

The dolls are painted one color and the sticks another.

1.59
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APPENDIX B:
TRANSCRIPT OF VIDEOTAPE

The Growing Mind: The Development/

of Order Relations - Seriation.-
..



In this film we examine the understanding
and use of order relations. These rela-
tions are involved whenever object's, events,
or experiences are sequenced. Some form
of sequencing is involved in all reasoning.

The work of Jean Piaget shows that child-
- ren progress through a number of stages

in their understanding and use of order
relations. Order relations always concern
issues of less than and greater than. In'

-this film they are revealed as children
arrange objects in.a series from shortest
to longest.

_

Darrilyn is nearly five and is in the pt:e-

conceptual stage. She considers the sticks,
as either long or short. py starting with
and continuing.to add long looking sticks,
Darrilyn forms an,approximate series. To
construct a uniform series, each stick must
be shorter or,longer than one and only one
of'its neighbors. Children in this stage
cannot yet coordinate these relations:',

After being helped to build a uniform series,
Darrilyn,is given three yellow sticks to
be added. She thinks of the sticks as either
Short or long. If the stick appears long, it
is put at the tall end of the series. It's
exact position is notimportant.

Darrilyn glow5 some appreciation for order
relations since she raises the sticks. so
that the first is shorter than the second.
However, she disregards the length of the
sticks

When prumptedto insert/he two sticks in-
side the staircase,'Darrilyn.plaCes the
shorter of the two lower in the series. When'
dealing witn two stickSshe understands that
the shorter one cOmes. first.

If'the Stick is not the shorteSt, it's a tall
one and belongs with the other tall sticks.

If it's too short, it's, a Short stick: The
fact ,that.it is both too long and too,short,
does not Suggest,to Darrilyn that it belongs
in the middle.
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Brock is one year older than Darrilyn,
and in the jntuitive stage.

Like.Darrilyn, Brock realizes that if a'\
stick is too short, it comes before the
stick to which,it's compared. However,
he is different fromDarrilyn in that he
can place,it so that it is also longer than
all the sjcks that come before it.

-bOck removes the big ones and adds sticks
only at the end o,f the developing staircase.

He proceeds by trial'and error, children in
the intuitive Stage can produce a uniform
series by trial and error as Brock does.

Each added stick is longer than all those
already in the series. If it appears too
long, he replaces it with a shorter one.

Brock's selection is based on whether the
,staircase looks even:- This approach does
not require an understanding th t each
stick'is at'the same time bot longer
and shorter than its neiProi-s.

,Bebe is seven years old and also in the
intuitive stage.

She has been asked to find the right bat
for each baseb411 player.

This,is:,a double Seriation problem re-
quiring the coordination of two series.

Without being told, Bebe has a general
understanding thattaller dolls get larger
bats. But.she dAs not understand that
the tallest bat must be given to the -tallest
'doll and'so on' down to the shortest bat
for the shortest doll.

Like Brock, Bebe thdliks Of the materials
only as big, medium sized ahd'small.
Consequently she pairs.big, medium and-
small dolls with similar sized bats.

03 ,
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_She can correct part of the series by
giv'lg-the longer bat to the taller
oftwo dolls.

Bebe can easily arrange the dolls in a
. uniform series. She uses the same trial
and error Method shown earlier by Brock.

. .

After arranging the dolls, Bebe gives them
their bats,.. Aer effort yields an approximate
double series.

Bebe's corrections are.in the right direction;
taller dolls, for longer bats and so on. 'But

they are only partial. The dolls and bats
are not thought of as two series that can
be aligned with each other.

-Bebe 'has been helped to correctthe double
series. The dolls are nOW sp..;:ad out
and she is again aS-ked tojind th'e right bat

,

for each doll.

Bebe's conception of the two series does not
imply an ordinal correspondence such.that
he fourth doll gets he fourth bat. Instead,
she picks the bat that is closest to the doll
in question. This shows that the concept of
order at the intuitive stage is stilt\tied
to spatial positions,

-Ryan is eight-years of age and at the conCrete-
operational stage of development. .He approaches
the task sys.tematiCally, knowing that by placing
the longest stick in his hand at the lower end
of the series, he can construct an ordered rela.-.
tion of increasing and decreasing heights.

Ryan's conception of order relations leads him
to note that the stick is both longer and
shorter than its neighbors. He uses this infor-
matibn to determine its position. '

While first:making a mistake, he quickly
corrects hitself Lb/ again coordinating rela-
tions of less than' and greater th: The
.concept of Middle has now, taken a precise
Meanlng.
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Tanya is almost eight and also in the
concrete-operational sta e. She knows that/
to find the right bat for each baseball
player', she must establish two series and
then qelate one to the other.

Having arranged the dolls, Tanya creates the
double.series by taking the longest of the
.remaining stiCks and placing it on.the tallest
of the remaining.dolls.

Having fdrmed a double series with an under-
standing of ordinal-po§ition Tanya can easily
determine which,bat belongs' towhiCh doll

.

even though the series'are rev'rsed.

Tanya realizes that the probleii require§
re-constructinc 'he series of doll's and bats:

She mentalhi reconstructs th serieS of dollS

withoutthe:need of physiCally arranging them.

Like RyOn, Tanya shows a me tal-flexibility
typical of the concrete-Ope ational stage.
She recqnstructs a portion 1of .the two series
to prov that she had chos n the right bat
for the doll In question.

Most fo.r- and 'five-year olds are in he
pre-con eptual stage and On-§Td-eT the sticks
as either long or short. JBy starting with
and continuing to add lon -looking sticks,
Darrilyr constructs an apqroximate series.
However,, Jike all childre 'in the pre-con-
*ceptual stage, she does hot compare sticks
to all those remaining or 11 those already
in the series.

Because thesticks-are cons dered as.either
long or short, .children in t is stage typi7
cally place new sticks only t the ends of

By'disreOrding the tual length,
Sticks re arranged to gi e the visual

pression of a series:

Most six and seven-yearolds ar in the
intuitivelstage and know that each successi4
stick must be longer. This and concern fo
evenness r' sults in a uniform series. HoweVer,
the' series' is built by trial and rror and
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\
not by an upderstanding thateach added
stick istoth-longer than .ell\those before

and shorter than all those\that will
ow.

Brock .beginning to struggle\with the
relatoñ of middle. Middle lies somewhere
between-two extremes. He Aoes not under-
stand that a middle stick is both longer
and shorter than its neighbors:

The double seriation problem revealS more
about'the intulti've child's thinking.
Medium sized sticks are matched by trial
and error with medium:sized dolls. Child,.

ren in thiS stage do-not grasp the nec:
essity of constructing two series and
matching on6 In the other.

Spatial: and ordinal position are not
distinct in the intuitiVe child's thinkin
Bebe confuses the two'and picksthe bat
that.is closest to the doll.

Around eight years of age,'most children
enter the contrete-oRerational stage and
can systematically coordinate relations
of less than and greater than.. Ryan under-
stands that by taking the longest stick
in his hand, it becomes the next shortest-
stick in the staircase.. By this method he
Constructs an ordered series.

This method of spriating implies a systematic
conception of order relations. This character-
istic of concrete-operational thought is further
revealed jn Ryan's understanding that if a stick
is_Shorter than one and taller than another,
it belongs between the two.

Children in the concrete-operational stage
approach the double seriation problem system-
atically---They think of the dolls and.bats
as two series and order them so thaf the
first member of one series is matched with,

, the,, first.member of' the other, and so on.

Children in this stage can also perceive the
'ordinal correspondence between the two series,
even when they are reversed. The fifth longest

,stick goes with the fifth_tallest doll. At this
stago,-ordinal and spatial positions are not
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confused with each other.

Even When both series are destroyed,
Tanya an maintain the ordinal correspond-
ences between dolls and bats.. To deter-
mine which bat goes with a randomly'selected
doll, she reconstructs the double series. .

We haye examined three stages in children
between four and eight years of age. These
stages are unjversal and passed in the same
order by children from iverse cultures and--
backgrounds. Other stages occur-through
adolescence.

Before reasoning like an adul.t, the child
mus.t pass through earlier ways of thinking.
These earlier ways seem incorrect.froM the
adult view, but.are perfectly reasonable
to the child'and must be experienced if
more adequate forms are to emerge..

In this film, we have examined one area of
development. Other films in this series
coyer additional topics on cognitive
growth.
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Some of Piaget's Translated Wor !is

These earliest of Piao..?t's books corL.ern the qeneral character of
children's thinking betwee1 three and.eight years of age, as revealed-in
either natural Observati':ns or discassions with children.. At the time of
their writing, Piaget did not regard them as important works, and he later
criticized them for thelr dependence r.,n the chiles verbal reasoning-.'.
However, these books set the stage for much of his. later Work and provided
the foundation for public interest. Of hls major descriptive works, these
are pcobably the.most readable. The works are listed in order of their
original French.publAcation dates.

(1923) The Language and Thought of the Child. New Yor : Meridian,
1955. ,

(1924) Judgment and Reasoning in the. Child. New Jersey: Little-
field, Adams and Co., 1966.

-(1926) .The Child's Conception of the World. New Jersey: Little-
field,. Adams and Co., 1965.

.(1927) The Child's Conception of Physical Causality.- New Jersey:
Littlefield, Adams and.Co., 1965.

(1932) The Moral Judgment of the Child. New York: Collier, 1962.

These three books express Piaget's major Observations on the mental
development of infants. The Origins ofghtelligence provides a theoretical
model of sensory-motor intelligence. The Construction of Reality describes
the first understandings of .spacetime, objects,.and causality. The
original French title, Origins ofthe Symbol, suggests the underlying
focus of Play, Dreams, and Imitation-in Childhood.. Each of these three
books will probably disappoint the casually interested
Construction of Reality i8 the easiest of .the three -IP

reader. The
read.,

,(1936) The Origins of Intelligence in 'Children. New York: Norton,
1963..

(1937) The Construction of Reality in the Child. New York: Basic
Books, Inc.', 1954.

(1946) playils,andImitation in Childhood. New York: Norton,

These works *Vide information onthe development of order,relations
An- children and/or.§eriation activities.

C e
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The following books make up the largest single'focus in the.study of-

cognitive development, In them, Piaget explores the development of
logical 'and sub-logical Clought between four and 12 years of age and its
expression in a.broad cross-section of knowledge. Each is composed of a

rich array Of concrete-manipulative experiments and.the corresponding
responSes of Children. -The Growth of Logital Thinking is.Piaget's,major

work on formal-operational thought. The-beginning Plaget student wjll.find

.the descriptions rich and readable, though tedious. The theoretical

accounts are highly abstract and complex.

(1941) The Child s Conception of Number. New York: NOrton, 1965.

(1946) The Child's Conception of Movement and Speed.' New York:
Ballantine, 1971.

(1946) The. Child's Conception of Time. New York:_ Basic Books,

Inc., 1969.

(1948), Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeminska, 'The Child's ConceptiOn of
Geometry. London: Roueledge and-Kegan,

(1948) Piaget and Inhelder, The Child's Conception of Space. New

York: Norton, 1967.

(1951) , The-Origin of the Idea of Chance in Children. New

York: Norton, 1975.

(1955) Inhelder and.Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking from
Childhood to Adolescence. 'New York: Basic Books, Inc.,

1958.

(1959) , The Early Growth of Logic in the Child. New York:

V. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1964.

The following boos provide 4n overview of Piaget's.theory-and his

general views ui 'jlé nature of knowledge. The.PsyChology of. the Child

provides his be5.t intrh(!.uctory overview of development between-infancy

and-late'adolescelce, As suggested by their titles, tWo of the books
-present Piaget's thoughts on education.. .They do not provide simple

eddcational prescriptions.

(1939 & 1965) 'Science Of Education and the Psychology.of_the,Child.
4 New York: Viking, 1971.

(1947). The Psychology of Intelligence. New Jersey: --Littlefield,

Adams and Company, 1963.

(1948) To Understand is to Invent: The Future of Education. New

York: Grossman, 1973.

(1964') Six Psychological Studies. New York:. Vintage Boas, 1967.
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(1966) Piaget and Iphelder, The Psychology of the Child. New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1969.

_(1968) Structuralism. New York:. 'Harper and Row, 1971.

-(1973) The'Child and Reality: Problems of Genetic Psychology. New'
York: Grossman, 1973.

Piaget as Seen by Others

'These five books proVide an overview of Piaget's theory, and'his main
findings. Pulaski's-and Phillips' wo\rks are probably the most readable by
lay persons. The book by Ginsburg and Opper is an excellent overview of ,

the'main s.tages of development from infancy to late.adolescence. The
books by Boyle and Flavell focus more cin the formal aspects of Piaget'S
theory and are probably More.useful to the"advanted student. Flavell's
book is a classic American interpretatiOn of Piaget's 'general theory.

Boyle, D.. G., A Student's Guide to Piaget. London/New York:
'Pergamop Pres), 1969.

Flavell, John H., The Developmental Psycholow of Jean Piaget.
Princeton, New Jersey:, Van Nostrand, with A foreward by
Piaget, 1963.

Ginsburg, Herbert, and Opper, Sylvia, Piaget's Theory_of Intellecfual
DevelOpment: An Introduction. Aew Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1969.

Phillips, Jahn L., Jr., The Origins of Intellect:- San Francisco:
W. H.. Freemani-1969.

Pulaski, Mary Ann Spencer, Understanding Piaget: An Introduction to
Children's Cognitive Development, New York: Harper and Row
Inc., 1971.

The book by Isaacs-is a good'introductory presentation of quan..ti-
tative concepts (number, measurement, time etc.)' between four and eight
years of age. Brearly and HitchfieA provide a similar treatment of
addftional.topjcs_such-as space-, morality and .science.

Brearley, Molly and Hitchfield, Elizabeth, A Guide to Reading Piaget.
New York-: Schocken Books,-1966.

Isaacs , Nathan, A Brief Introduction to Piaget. New York: Agathon
Press, _1972.
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. Dasen's article explores the relationshiR between culture and know-

'Nedge:. Furth provides a rich and insightful presentation of Piaget's
4lieral theory. -He includes seven short papers by Piaget. Langer
deribes three predominate views.on mental development: behaviorist,
struurallst, and analytic. Ripple.and Rockcastle edited the presen7
tationOfa large American conference on Piaget. They include four
papers 04;Piaget, a number of theoretical papers on education, and a large
numberof'apers concerning curriculum projects based on Piaget's theory.
The papers 16.5 Piaget are, informative and quite readable.

Dasen, PierR., Biology or Culture? Interethnic Psychology'from'a
Piagetian Point of View, Canadian Psychologist, April 1973,
14 (2), 149-166.

Furth, Hans G., Piaget and Knowledge: Theoretical Foundations. New

*Jersey: Prentice-flall,.1969.

Lange.r, Jonas, Theories of DeVelopment, San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1969.

Ripfple, Richard R. and Rockcastle, Verne N. (Eds..), Piaget

Rediscovered: A Report of the Conference on Cognitive
Studies and CUrriculum Development. Ithaca: School_of
EdhCation, Cornell University, 1964.

These .;orks...reflect some of the research studies directed toward
refining and clarifying Piaget's theory and its implications.

Almy, Millie, with Chittenden, E. and Miller, P., Young Children's
Thinking: Studies of Some Aspects of,Piaget's Theory.
New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia Universtty, with
a.foreward by J. Piaget, 1966.

---- , and Associates, 12-_1.-hinking in Second Grade. New York: ,

Teachers College Press, Cplumbia University, 1970.

Das..en, Pierre R,, Cross-Cultural Piagetian Research: A Summary,

, Journal of Lross-Cultural Psychology, 7,-1972, 75785.

Elkind, David an .4e11, John H.-(Eds), Studies in Cognitive
Develop Lisays in Honoi.' of Jean Piaget.. New-York:

OXford 'university Press, 1969.

. , Hyde, D..M. G., Piaget and Conceptual Development: With a Cross-
Cultural Study of.Number and Quantity. .London: Holt,

Rine art, and Winston, 1970.

Kofsky, Ellin, A Scalogram Study of Classificatory Development.
.Logical Thinking in Children: Research Based on Piaget's

Theor . irving Siegel .and Frank.Hooper..(Eds.), New York:
o t, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968.
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. Siegel, Irving, and Hooper, Frank (Eds.), Logical Thinking in
Children: . Research Based on Piaget's Theory. New York:
.Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968.

Piaget's Theory and Education

The following books-and papers present a,r,ahge of views on the
general implications ofiPiaget'S theory for education. The book by
Schweibel and Rath.preseptt a number-of readable and excellent articles
by.various Piagetian'scholars.

Alward, Keith R., The.Implications of Piaget's,Theory for Day-Care
Education: Child Care: A Comprehensive Guide. Stevanne
Auerbach'Fink (Ed.), New.York: Behavioral Publications,
1973.

, A Piagetian View of Skills and Intellectual Development in
the Responsive Model Classroom. Non-published paper, Far
West Laboratory, 1973.

Duckworth, Eleanor, Piaget Takes a Teacher's Look, Cearning-;
October 1973... .

c,i

Furth, Hans G., Piaget for Teachers. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1970.

, and Wach, H., Thinking Goes to School: Piaget's Theory-in
Practice. New York: Oxford University Press, 1974.

Kamii, Constance, and De Vries, Rheta, Piaget for Early Education.
The Preschool in Acdon. R. K.'Parker Bostoh::
Allan and Bacon, 1974.

Kohlberg, Lawrellee, Cognitive Stage and Preschool Education, Human
Development, 9, 1966, 5-7.

The Cohcepts of Developmental.Psychology as the Central Guide.
to Education. Proceedings_of_the Conference on Psycholuy
and the Process of Schooling in-the Next Decade --
kiternative Conceptions. Maynard D. Reynolds (Ed.),
Leadership Training Institute -- Special Education, 1970.

Schweibel, Milton, and Rath, Jane (Eds.), Piaget in the Classroom.
New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1973.

Sharp, Evelyn, Thinking'it Child's Play; New York: Dutton, 1969.

Silberman, Charles. E. (Ed.), The Open Classroom ReAer. New York:
Random House, 1973.
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Sime, Mary, A Chilcfts Eye View: Piaget for Young Parents an-d
Teachers. New York: Harper and Row, 1973.

These books Teflect a number of efforts to prepare teachers to
interview children in areas of cognitive deyelopment. Lavatelli's work
is well known but criticized by Piaget for her suggestion that training
children to perform on Piagetian tasks is- an appropriate educational goaL

Alward, Keith R. Exploring Children' Thinking: Part 1 ,-- The

Developrhent of Classification, A fLS Unit. San francisco:
Far West Laboratory, 1975. ..

, Explortng hildren's.Thinking: Part 2 -- The Development of.'
Order Re altions Seriation, A fLS Unit. San Francisco:

far West4aboratory, 1975.

, Working with Children's Concepts, A FLS Unit. San, Francisco.:,:

Far Westlaboratory, 1975.
4 .

, and Saxe, dloffrey B., Exploring ChildreWsThinking:
Raft 3 -- The Development of Quantitative Relations
Conservation, A FLS Unit. San Francisco:. Far West

--------La4bratory, 1975:

Fogelman, K. R., Ptagetian Tests.for the Primary School. National

FOundation for Educational Research in England and Wales,

1970.

Layatelli, C., PiageUs Theory Applied to an Early Childhood

Curriculum. Boston: American Science and Engineering, Inc.,

1970.

, Teacher's Guide to Accompany Early. Childhood Curriculum: A

Piaget Program. Boston: American Science and Engineering,,

Inc.,-1970.

Lowry, Lawrence, Learning/About Learning. Berkeley:_. University of

California, 1974.

The following present some materials, activiti01,_and sJ.iggestions

for Workjng with childreri.

Attribute Games and Problems, EleMentary Science Study, Education
Development Center, Inc., McGraW-Hill. Book Co., Webster

Division, 1967.

Cuisenaire Company of Americai.Inc. 12 Church Street, New Rochelle,

NY 10805.
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Ehnever, L., and Harlen, W:, With Objectives in Mind: Guide ta
Science 5-13. London: Macdonald\Educational, 1973.

Golick, Margie, DealJge In -Use ofPityllig Cards in Teaching and
Learning. . New. York: Jeffreyl\lorton Publishers, Inc., 1973.

Nimnicht, G., et al., Using Toys and Games With Children, A FLS
Unit. San Francisca: Fai- West Laboratory, 1975.

Nuffield Mathematics Project. New 'kirk: -Jahn Wiley And Sons, Inc.

Richards, Roy,.Early Experiences: BeginningS -- A Unit for Teachers.
London: Macdonald Educational, 1972.

Weikart and the 'Responsive Program Staff present two different
broa applications of Piaget to early childhood education. Both are
model for the National Follow Through PrograM. The Responsive Model
Progr m has been implemented in hundreds of Classrooms throughout the
U.S. he 'paper by Rayder, et al., presents sOme of the findings an the
effect of the program.

Ra derOicholas et 61., Effects of thOtesponsive Education
Program: New Data. 'San Francisc0 Far.West Laboratory,
1975.

Resp nsive EducatiOnal Program-Staff, A DétOrf0-fion of.the Responsive
Education Program. San Franctsc6:- Far,West Laboratory,
1976.

Weikart,

\

Dav,id P.; Rogers, Lin'dal-and Adcack, Carolyn, The Cogni-
tively Oriented Curriculum: A Framework flor Preschocil
1-eachers. Urbana:. University of Illinois, 1971.

Films,and Vicieotapes

CRM Educational Films, Cognitive Development. (20 minutes)
Available-from CRM Educational tilms, 7838 San- Fernando
Road, Sun Valley,. CA 91352.

Davidson qlms, Piaget's Developmental Tiheory:

Classiffcation.A1.9._minutes)

tontervation. (29.minutes)

Formal jhOught. (33 minutes)
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Growth.of Intelligence in the Pre-school Years. (31 mioutes)

Jean Piaget: Memory and Intelligene: (44 minutes)

Available through the University oCalifornia Extension
Media Center, Berkeley, CA 94720. ,

/

Far West Laboratory, The Growing Mind:- A' Piagetian View of Yoting

Children:

The Development of Classification. (30 minutes)

The Development of Order Relations -- Seriation. .(27 minutes )

The Develo ment of Quantitative Relations Conservation.

(32 minutes

The ,DevelopMent of Spatial Relations. (29.minutes)

Available through the Par West Laboratory, 1855 Folsom
Street, 8an Francisco, CA 94101.

-

Phoenix Films,-Learning About'Thinking and Vice Versa.. (32 minutes)

Available through Phoenix Films, 743 Alexander Road',
,

Princeton, NJ 08504. I

The Jean Piaget Society, Equilibration. (35 minutes) Available

through The Jean.Piaget'Society, Box'493, Temple-Univeriity,
Philadelphia, PA 19122.

\
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T R tiii6T LABORATOO FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND D ELOPMENT's goal is o co tribute to the improve-
ment of educational practices.Through educational develop-
ment and service adtivities, istaff of 220works to helf children.

and adulti have more ahd better oppoitunities to learn.
Educational development is a new discipline. It inVolves, first, focusing on, an
important but specific area in need of imp oVeent and then inve`nting, field
testing, and providing a,generally useful so ution to that problern or need. The
solution may be7a-new self-contained, pr duct or an alternative process or
system to be used by educatOrs, by Stud nts,-by parents, or by all of them
together. . 1, t . --... ,

.

'All Laboratory products undergo a igorotis research and development
cycle prior to release for reprOduction and distribution by other agencies. At:
least three Phases,of Jield.lestingwork with a prototype, a supervised per-
formance field test, .ahd 'an operational% est, under normal User cOnditions

, ,
without Labpratory particiPation=precede fprmal external review and an offi-
cial decision on .acceptability. In view of this thorough evaluation, those who
adopt Laboratory products and processes kan know with certainty the kind of
outcomes they can anticipate in their cut6 edkational setting. Laboratory
products have consistently earned high ra kings in itnpartial national evalua-
tions of research-and-development based training materials.

The Laboratory' ii uniquely qualified to train adults in the uie of media
and in other educational/technological ar aS. The profeisional staff has de-
veloped extensive experienee in preparing multi-media training materials for

11profesaionals and in prOViding on-site train ng. A ful y equipped mtilti-media
Studio in ;the new Center for Educational D velopme t includes a biPad array 1
of film, videotape, Photography, and other inodern epmmunication iapilitieS./

The, LaboratorYis a public non-profit organization located in the San
Francisco Bay Area and supported in part by the Dip rtment of Health, Educa-
tiir, and_Welfare. . -

The work of the Laboratory' is goy& ed bfi a BPard of Direetors al);
'pointed by the rnajor edueatiOnal agencies in the states of California, Nevada,
arid Utah. ,
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